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INTRODUCTION

Before stating the purpose and extent of this thesis,

it is perhaps necessary to justify writing a study of the

thought of Albert Camus for a department of philosophy. I

say perhaps, because the very fact that Camus has made a

statement regarding the nature of reality is. in itself,

sufficient to warrant an investigation into the nature of his

thought; however. a number of thinkers would disagree. This

is partly because the absurd and terms with which it is

normally associated have .questionable standing in the realm

of academic philosophy due to the pervasiveness of post-

logical positivism. This school attempts to analyze concepts

into their simplest aspects, but thinkers who use terms such

as the absurd do not feel compelled to examine them as

linguistic concepts. Also. it is probably of the essence of

such terms that they could not be analyzed in the way in which

a term such as duty could be. This is because an experience

such as the absurd would be sUbjective and non-communicable

in a formal manner. Cruickshank gives a succinct expression

of this aspect of the absurd:

They are philosopher-dramatists and philosopher
novelists who set in motion situations which are
available to direct personal expe~ience but which,
by the same token, cannot be adequately conveyed
or discussed in the language of 'pure' philosophy.
Such abstract and analytical discussion would
entail a confidence in logical generalities which

1
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the nature of the absurd, as variousli interpreted
by Malraux, Camus, or Sartre, denies.

Because the absurd cannot be expressed in the language of

'pure' philosophy, contemporary academic philosophers rele-

gate the discussion of such concepts to literature. Jung

gives a concise statement of this tendency: "The frighten

ing revelation of abysses that defy the human understanding

is dismissed as illusion, and the poet is regarded as a

victim and perpetrator of deceptiono,,2 However, if we want

insight into these abysses, it is the artist or philosopher

artist that is going to provide it, rather than the formal

philosopher, working with ordinary language and symbolic

logic. As Geoffrey Clive says, "These glimpses into the

hidden recesses of ,Being will always transcend a philosophy

that sets out to reduce knowledge to explanation.")

The problem with formal philosophy is that, in its

quest for certainty, it tends to cut itself off completely

from the real concerns of life. Iris Murdoch points this

out in her book on Sartre: leThe 'world' of The Concept of

Mind is the world in which people play cricket, cook cakes,

make simple decisions, remember their childhood and go to

the circus; not the world in which they commit sins, fall in

love, say prayers or join the Communist Party.n4 Linguistic

analysis, in going one step further than this, tends to turn

philosophy into a semantic puzzle which is solvable only by

the initiated. Durant points out that traditional philosophy



was much broader in scope: 't'rhey [tradi tional PhilOSOPher;]

understood that the field of philosophy is not some petty

puzzle hiding in the clouds and destitute of interest or

influence in the affairs of mankind, but the vast and total

problem of the meaning and value and possibilities of man in

this boundless and fluent world. n5

Traditionally, philosophy has had two different, but

closely related objectives: it aimed at a theoretical under

standing of the world o and it attempted to discover and bring

about the best possible life. Linguistic analysis is more

concerned with the first aim of traditional philosophy - the

understanding of the wor+d o or more accurately, a propae

deutic to understanding, by clarifying our statements about

the world. On the other hand o existential thought is more

concerned with the second broad aim of traditional philosophy.

Perhaps existential thought becomes too immersed in life. but

it returns philosophy to man. and, in doing so, it concerns

itself with a number of the traditional problems of philosophy;

for example, the nature of being and non-being, the relation

of self to other, the nature of matter and consciousness; and

practical questions about good and eVil, and the conduct of

life.

Academic philosophers also err when they attempt to

dismiss existential thought because it is a sUbjective re

sponse to experience. Subjectivity is the point of departure

for existential thinkers, but it was also the point of depart-
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ure for Descartes and a number of other traditional philoso

phers as well. It should be pointed out that existential

thinkers do not deal with consciousness in the same way that

Descartes does. For them consciousness is intentional.

The thinking sUbject is not self-enclosed, but a being-in

the-world. Thus, it is evident that existential thought is

more firmly grounded in the tradition of philosophy than it

would initially appear to be.

The most anti-traditional aspect of existential

thought is its method; however, its method would seem to be

legitimate, due to the nature of the concepts that existential

thinkers discuss. If we.are going to consider concepts such

as the absurd, we cannot expect to find the same formality as

we would with a discussion of a concept such as causality.

This is aptly pointed out in an incident reported in Kohl's

Age of Complexity. Gabriel Marcel was attempting to explain

ideas essential to theistic existentialism at a meeting

largely composed of non-Continental philosophers. Moreover,

he attempted to use terms that would be familiar to his

analytic audience. Nevertheless, he continually met with

resistance. Finally, after several unsuccessful attempts to

communicate what he meant, he stated, ltPerhaps I can't ex-

plain this to you, but if I had a piano here I could play

it. u6 This incident illustrates that there are various

levels of communication, but just because Marcel could not

express himself in acceptable linguistic discourse, it does
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not follow that his ideas are not worthy of philosophy.

Existential thinkers feel that the individual and all

aspects of his experience is the proper sUbject matt·er of

philosophy. This is why traditional linguistiC forms are

often inadequate for communicating their thought. As

Kierkegaard says, "I cannot be fitted into a system, I

exist." For this reason, the novel and drama seem to communi-

cate existential concepts more adequately than a formal

treatise.

Closely connected with the way in which existential

thinkers utilize literature is the way in which they use

myths to develop their philosophical conclusions. Sartre,

in The Flies, reinterprets the Orestes tragedy to illus

trate his philosophy. Camus also reinterprets a known myth,

in The Myth of Sisyphus. This is foreign to formal philos

ophy but, as Hazel Barnes points out, it is analagous to

Plato's use of myth: "As wi th Plato, the . imagination is

used to portray man in what is, from one point of view, a

purely fictional situation but at the same timearevelation

of man's actual philosophical or human cGndition."~ Even

though existential thinkers have chosen literature as their

vehicle of expression, it does not follow that the ideas

that they express are not communicable in a formal manner.

This is illustrated by the fact that Sar~re, in Being and

Nothingness; Heidegger, in Being and Time; and Camus, in The

Myth of Sisyphus and The Rebel have expressed certain as-
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peets of their thought in treastise form. Nor is literature,

as an expression of philosophical concepts, as foreign to the
.

spirit of traditional philosophy as it might first appear.

Surely Plato's dialogues come closer in spirit to the liter-

ary works of Sartre and Camus than the formal tomes of so-

called pona fide philosophers?

In conclusion, I would like·to reiterate that I feel

than an investigation into Camus' thought is justified from

a philosophical point of view even though I shall conclude

that Camus' use of the absurd, as the basic category of

eXistence, is not philosophically tenable~ However. it does

not follow that everything else that Camus has to say is also

untenable, even though most of his thought is based on the

statement that existence is absurd. I do not think that Camus

was really concerned with developing an ontology of the absurd.

Rather~ he was attempting to show that life is possible, even

though it must be lived on the brink of tQe abyss. However,

this aspect of Camus' thought takes us beyond the scope of

the present study.

The subject of this study is the concept of the

absurd as developed in. the philosophical and creative works

of Albert Camus. The study falls into two basic divisions:

exposition and criticism of the concept. I shall primarily

concern myself with Camus' earlier works for both the ex

position and criticism of the absurd: The Myth of Sisyphus

for the formal exposition of the term; the two plays, The

/
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~isunderstandin5 and Caligula; and the two novels, The

Stranger and ~he Pla~ue, as artistic expression of the con

cept in various existential situations. I shall refer to

The Rebel to show the way in which Camus uses the term in

his later thought.

The criticism of the absurd is based on two distinct

but related ways in which the term is used: its metaphysical

sense and its social sense. I shall attempt to show that

Camus' use of the absurd as a metaphysical principle is not

justified. He gives various reasons to show that the absurd

is a fundamental category of existence, but the reasons do

not stand up when subjeqted to examination, and the conse

quences that Camus derives from his examination of the

absurd are, therefore, also sUbject to doubt, from a strict

philosophical point of view.

Camus' basic statement of the absurd is that there

is a divorce between man's aspirations and the reality with

which he is confronted. However, this divorce between what

is and what should be, as an aspect of reality, is immutable:

we cannot change any of the elements that constitute our

metaphysical state. Thus, to bemoan our metaphysical state

of affairs is futile, even though our situation may be

characterized as absurd. Therefore, if we limit the absurd

to its metaphysical aspect, Camus would simply be another

Manfred shaking his fist at God, except that Camus would

just be shaking his fist, as there is no God for him. Even
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Meursault, the central character of The Stranger, realizes

the futility of bemoaning his metaphysical statuE. In answer

to the priest's comment that he must have hoped for an after-

life, l'1eursault states, "Everybody has that wish at times.

But that had no more importance than wishing to be rich, or

to swim very fast, or to have a better-shaped mouth. It was

in the same order of things. u8

Camus became much more aware of the short-comings of

the absurd in his later writingse In Resistance, Rebellion,

and Death, he states, "No everything is not summed up in

negation and absurdity. We know thls~ Rut we must first

posit negation and absurdity because they are what our gen

eration has encountered and what we must take into account." 9

And in The Rebel, he goes so far as to state that the absurd

is contradictory. However, Camus sometimes lacks the clear-

sightedness that Meursault has obtained concerning the nature

of metaphysical discontente Thus, in describing metaphysical

rebellion in The Rebel, Camus states, "Metaphysical rebellion

is a claim, motivated by the concept of a complete unity,

against the sUffering of life and death and a protest against

the human condition both for its incompleteness, thanks to

, .. 10
death, and its wastefulness, thanks to eVil. This statement

brings the metaphysical an~ social aspects of the absurd into

perspective, and here Camus tends to unite the two. The danger

of this is aptly stated by Sartre:

You revolted against death, but in the iron belts
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which surround cities, other men revolted against
social conditions which raised the toll of mortality.
Should a child die, you accused the absurdity of the
world and this deaf and blind God which you had
created in order to spit in his face. But the childQs
father, if he were a laid-off worker or unskilled
laborer, accused men. i1

This criticism is valid, up to a certain point, because the

absurd, as a metaphysical concept, sometimes impinges on the

absurd as a social concept; however, the two elements are

separable, and Camus is most successful in developing the

absurd when he considers it as an expression of man's social

condition.

Camus' philosophy of revolt expresses his dissatisfact-

ion with man's social condition. As I have pointed out, the

metaphysical sense of the absurd expresses the divorce between

what is and what should be; however, it cannot be. The social

sense of the absurd expresses a similar divorce between what

is and should be, but here there is a difference: What should

be, could be. Achievement is possible in the social sphere.

Camus states this in an introduction to a book on the Algerian

question: "And no one either in Algeria or throughout the

world can henceforth discuss the Algerian problem without

having read what an understanding and cultivated woman has

written about my misunderstood desperate native land, now

stirred by a heart-rending hope."12 I have purposely chosen

this quotation because it contains the word "hope". In

another place, Camus had said that we must give up hope, the

last evil that the gods put into Pandora's Box. The apparent
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contradiction disappears when we realize that Camus is using

the word in two entirely different ways: social hope is

acceptable, as attainment is sometimes possible; metaphysical

hope is futile, because achievement is never possible. I have

said that social achievement is sometimes possible because, as

we shall see in The Plague, achievement is very difficult.

Because I am examining a small facet of Camus' work,

the comments in this thesis will be very critical. However,

as a whole, Camus' thought and art are admirable. This is

even more evident when we realize Camus' essential message.

In an article in The Atlantic Camus stat~d. "There exist a

few men at the center of whose work. however dark, burns an

i ndomi table sun'all
.
l .3 Such a sun burns at the heart of Camus'

work.
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IS CAMUS A PHILOSOPHER?

Before exam~~jCamus' concept of the absurd, it would

be advisable to ascertain whether or not "Camus is a philos-

opher. In the light of the comments that I made in the in

troduction, it should be evident that he is not a philosopher,

at least in the sense of the term as understood by contempor-

ary academic philosophy.

In a speech that is reprinted in Actuelles II. Camus

states. liDo you know that over a ..peri od of twentY-flve years.

between 1922 and 1947, 70 million Europeans - men. women and
1

children - have been uprooted. deported and killed?11 This

is the type of data with which Camus was concerned and it is

not. of course, the type of data with which academic and most

traditional philosophers have concerned themselvesG Camus is

not concerned with the theoretical exercises and abstract

thought of formal philosophers; nor does he share the epist

emological and ontological concerns of Heidegger and Sartre,

even though these are the thinkers with whose thought he is

most closely associated. Historical circumstances weighed

too heavily on Cam~s to allow him to consider formal matters.

He felt that thought should be united with action; the thinker

should be in the market-place rather than the ivory tower.

Thus, even without looking at his work. it should be apparent

11
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that Camus is not concerned with building a coherent philos-

ophlcal system; nor will we be able to fit his thought into

such a system.

Critics of Camus' work run the gamut on his status

as a philosopher. For example, in an article on atheistic

eXistentialism, Frederick Copleston, after examining a list

of existential terms, one of which is the concept "the absur~',

concludes by saying, "I can well imagine some British philos-

ophers rejec~ing many of the theories which I have narrated
. 2

as meaningless. nonsenSe." Benyon John lends support to this

statement. With particular reference to Camus, he says, IISo

far as his philosophicaL forays are concerned, Camus is likely

to remain something of an exotic in England. He typifies

that marriage of intense intellectual abstraction and moral

passion which excites across the Channel, whereas, in England,

it moretrequently exhausts,.".3 An attitude that is diametric

. ally opposed to this is put forward in an article by James L.

Roberts. He states, "But other writers such as Kafka, Camus,

and Sartre have argued from the same philosophical position

[the absurdity of the human condition] 0 The essential

difference is that critics like Camus have presented their

arguments in a highly formal discourse with logical and pre-

cise views which prove their thesis within the framework of

traditional forms:-~ Both of these statements are almost

caricatures of Camus' position. Thomas Hanna gives a more

accurate representation of CamUs: nIt seems that Camus
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'feels' his way into philosophy•••• He thinks eXistentially

before he thinks rationally, and this is the mark of an

artistic temperament. This could be called a lyrical method

in philosophy, even as Camus himself can be most clearly

115described as a lyrical existentialist~, This is perhaps

the best way of characterizing his t~ought, even though Camus

attacks the existentialists in The Myth of Sisyphus; however,

he is only attacking the theistic eXistentialists, those

thinkers who attempt to escape the absurd by a leap into

faith. It is true that on another occasion Camus states, III

do not have much liking for the too famous existential philos

ophy, and, to tell the truth, I think its conclusions false. 1i 6

However, this would again refer to the theistic existentialists

and the fact that they escape the absurd by a leap. In The

Myth of disyphus, he actually allies himself with the atheistic

Moreover, Camus' view

eXistentialism of Heidegger and Sartre.

II H k hi i d th i' u 7, e see s s way am ese ru ns •.

Of Heidegger, he says,

of death is similar to Heidegger's. Also, he mentions Sartr~s'

"nauseaU as one of the ways of experiencing the absurd. It is

true that Camus explicity stated, in an argument with Sartre,

II 8"Non ~ ne suis. pas ~xlstentialiste'" However, Camus was more

concerned with dissociating himself from a constant identifi-

cation with Sartre than' denying the existential nature of his

own thought, as their positions were opposed, especially re-

garding politics.

A number of critics would save themselves the trouble
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6f their ignoratio elenchi arguments, if they would read what

Camus has to say about his position as a philosopher. Thus,

Walter Kaufmann states that Camus was a nightingale who thought

that he was an oWlg 9 K3ufmanngives a closer, but less epi-

grammatic, account of Camus' thought in Faith of a Heretic. He

states, "Of course, Camus's novels are far superior to the

arguments discussed here [referring to The Nyth of SiSYPhUS] •

He was a fine writer and a profoundly humane man, but not a
10

philosopher,~ The point is, Camus did not claim to be a

philosopherg ·In Actuelles II, he says, "I am not a philos-

opher and I know how to speak only of what I have experienced."ll

~herefore. it is an injustice to treat his work as philosophy,

at least as philosophy as understood by most contemporary

academic philosophersg It· is true that Camus studied pl1il~s

ophy in Algeria and even wrote a thesis on the influence; of

12Plotinus on St. Augustine. However, in all of his works,

. Camus fundamental questions revolve around man and the re-

lation of man to his world. Camus wants to know the answer to

the questi on, I'What does it mean to be a man?" I] His primary

question is, therefore. metaphysical, even though he asks his

question within his own historical and social context. This

attitude is in direct opposition to academic philosophers who

are primarily concerned with examining the apparatus, logic

and language, With which man confronts the world.

The most common label given to Camus is that of

~philosopher of the absurd". For example, Bartre says,
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"Camus' philosophy is a philosophy of the absur~.~14 Sartre

made this statement in 1945, two years before the publication

of ~he Plague,but the statement is still not correct as it

puts an undue emphasis on the very early part of Camus' work.

Camus has explicitly stated, in the preface to The Myth of

Sisyphus, pUblished in 19L~2, that he is dealing wi th li an

absurd sensitiviti' and not "an absurd philosOPhy~~15 In The

Myth of Sisyphus itself, where he gives the fullest treatment

of the absurd, he states, "The climate of absurdity is in the

" 16beginning~ , Moreover, even in his early works where he is

most nihilistic, Camus moves beyond the nihilism of the absurd.

It is also significant that, in 1938, Camus criticized Bartre's

short story ~he Wall, stating that absurdity could ooly be a

beginning and not an end. Camus does not remain in the absurd

in any of his works, and it 1s perhaps because of the title,

IIphilosopher of the absurd", and the desire to refute it, "that

Camus wrote in a preface to the American edition of ~he Myth of

Sisyphus in 1955: "Written fifteen years ago, in 1940, amid the

French and European disaster, this book declares that even

within the limits of nihilism it is possible to find the means

Ii 17
to proceed beyond nihilis~.,

I would conclude that Camus cannot be ~alled a philos-

opher because of the connotations involved in using the term,

but this does not deprecate his thought•. As John Wild says,

"Academic philosophy has become a barren wasteland with little

relevance to actual life and with little appeal, except to
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careerists and technicians." Nor is Camus developing a

philosophy of the absurd. From his earliest statements, Camus

wants desperately to proceed beyond nihilism. This is one

reason why his arguments in ~he Myth of Sisyphus fail to con

vince us: he tries to give logical expression to something

that is a moral choice. He is much more persuasive when he

expresses the position developed in The Myth of Sisyphus in

a lyrical manner a
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ORIGINS OF THE ABSURD

In this chapter I propose to discuss why Camus would

utilize the term absurd to describe man's metaphysical status.

Websters' Third International Dictionary gives two

broad definitions of the word: "marked by an obvious lack of

reason, common sense, proportion or accord with accept,ed

ideas: ridiculously unreasonable, unsound, or incongruous;

and, self-contradictory: fallacious by reason of self

contradiction." Used in'the second sense, the term has a

valid position in philosophical parlance. Thus, in his

Vocabulary of Philosophy, Fleming states that the absurd is

that which is logically contradictory; he cites a four

sided triapgle as an example. He goes on to say, "What is

contrary to experience merely cannot be called absurd, for

experience extends only to facts and laws which we know; but

there may be facts and laws which we have not observed and

do not know, and facts and laws not actually manifested may

yet be possible." It is obvious that this use of the absurd

cannot be what is meant when Camus refers to it.

In The Myth of Sisyphus, Camus gives a brief examin

ation of the way in which the term is normally used. He

shows that in, normal usage a jUdgment is made Oll two Lhings;

17
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for example,a virtuous man, on being told that he covets his

sister, Nould say, "That's absurd;', meaning that it is ridic-

ulous because of the disproportion between the jUdgment and

the terms of the comparison. Moreover, there is in every-day

usage a correlation between the disproportion of a relation

ship and its absurdity: a situation can be'~ore or less"

absurd. In applying the term to the situation of man-in-the-

world, Camus retains the comparison aspect of the ~'iord: liThe

absurd is essentially a divorce. It lies in neither of the
1

elements compared; it is born of their confrontation." Thus,

it is'evident that the term, as used by Camus, is closer to

its dictionary definition, rather than the philosophical use

of the term~ That this is the type of meaning that will be

ascribed to the term is evident from the fact that, lilt is

poetry and art which introduced the absurd into European

thought" ,2 rather than philosophy proper. The etymological

origin of the word is of assistance in showing the way in

which the term is used to express man's situation: absurd

comes from the French absurde which is derived from the

Latin ab (from) plus surdus (dull-sounding, harsh, or deaf).

This Latin origin of the term is implied in Camus' play, The

Misunderstanding.' As RoWoBo Lewis puts it, "An absurd uni-

verse is a tuneless universe - a universe that is tone-deaf

(the universal representative in Cross-Purposes is fittingly,

a deaf and harsh-voiced old servant. f)
Malraux was one of the first contemporary writers to



utilize the absurd in his thought.

19 .

In The Temptation of the

West. pUblished in 1926, he states, It at the core of European

man. ruling the important movements of his life there is a
4basic absurdity .. 18 At the end of the novel. Malrdux explains

what he means by this absurdity:

At the core of Western civilization there is a
hopeless contradiction, in whatever shape we dis
cover it: that between man and what he has created.
fhis conflict between the thinker and his thought,
between the European and his civilization or his
reality, between the indiscriminate consciousness and
its expression in the everyday world through every
day means--I find it in every aspect of contemporary
life. Sweeping away facts and. finally, itself, this
spirit of contradiction trains our consciousness to
give way and prepares us for the metallic realms of
the absurd e 5

It will become evident that there are a number of similari-

ties between Camus' and Malraux' conceptions of the absurd;

however, Malraux' final emphasis 1s on death whereas Camus'

is on life.

Celine's Journey to the End of the Night. published

in 1932. which is probably the most pessimistic piece of inter-

war fiction. also gives explicit expression of the absurd. The

absurd also permeates Sartre's autobiographical novel Nausea.

published in 1938. although it is more often expressed as

Roquentln's awareness of de trope Celine is really the only

inter-war·writer who tends to give in to the absurd; his

writings are confined to a denunciation of life's absurdity.

All of the other inter-war writers of fiction fight the absurd

in one way or another.. Thus. Sartre sees no place for himself
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in a contingent universe; however, instead of despair, he

gives man total liberty.
..

Malraux and Saint Exupery impose

meaning on the absurd: Malraux by action in a cause. and
..

Exupery by joining an organization. Although the notion of

the absurd is virtual~y omnipresent in inter-war French

literature, this does not mean that the absurd appeared ex

nihilo; the meaning behind the term is at least as old as

Job and Ecclesiastes, and probably as old as recorded

thought:

Man that is born of a woman is of few days, and full
of troubleo
He comes forth like a flame and Withers; he flies
like a shadow and continues not. b

Everything before them is vanity, since one fate
comes to all, to the righteous and the wicked,
to the good and the eVil, to the clean and the
unclean, to him who sacrifices and him who does
not sacrifice.7

Nor is the absurd limited to an emotional response

to experience; it can also be an intellectual response o

Historically. this is expressed as the failure of the in-

tellect to encompass reality, and this position has had a

legitimate position in the history of phllosophyo Thinkers

as diverse as Pascal. Kierkegaard. Nietzsche, RusserI,

Bergson, Jaspers, James, and even Whi tehead have shown the

shortcomings of reason in one way or another. It might seem

difficult to understand how a notion such as the absurd could

take hold in France, the traditional bastion of rationalism.

French thought is normally charac~erized by Cartesianism;
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however, an anti-Cartesian element has always been present in

French thought, as evidenced·by Pascal. This tendency con-

tinues into the present, and culminates in the thought of

Bergson; however, it it should be pointed out that, although

anti-Cartesianism denies the absolute power of reason, its

exponents feel that the avenue to truth is accessible, al-

though not by reason.

Camus' treatment of the absurd can perhaps best be

brought into perspective by briefly mentioning the way in

which Pascal, Kierkegaard~ and Nietzsche utilized the absurd

in their thought, and relating their formulation of the ab

surd to Camusll
• Lack of .space prevents the examination of the

way in which other thinkers deal with the absurd, and the way

in which they influenced Camus. In this connection, Camus'

readings, as cited in the Notebooks~ read like a catalogue of

existential thinkers, each of whom deals with the absurd, in
8one way or another.

I'
Pascal's Pensees abound in statements that could

just as easily have been written by Camus; for example, he

gives an anguish-filled expression of the contingency of ex

i stence: "When I consider the short duration of my life,

swallowed up in the eternity before and after, the little

space which I fill, and even can see, engulfed in the infin-

ite immensity of spaces of which I am ignorant, and which

know me not, I am frightened. and am astonished at being heTe.

rather than there, why now rather than then."9 He gives an
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even more vivid account of man's fate that is parallel to

Camus' statement that a mass death sentence defines the human

condition. Pascal says, "Let us imagine a number of men in

chains, and all condemned to death, where some are killed

each day in the sight of the others, and those who remain

see their own fate in that of their fellows, and wait their

turn, looking at each other sorrowfully and without hope.

It is an image of the condition of man. ulO Both of these

aspects of existence are developed by Camus in his examin

ation of the absurd. Thus Caligula, like Pascal, becomes

aware of the contingency, and, therefore, absurdity of ex

istence. And Pascal's ~xecution metaphor aptly describes

the action of The Plague. However, Camus parts company with

Pascal because of the wager. Pascal states that either God

exists or he does not exist. If we wager that he exists,

and we sUbsequently find out that we have wagered correct-

ly, we win eternal bliss. If he does not eXist, we have not

really lost anything. Camus sees this as an attempt to escape

from the absurd.,

Camus criticizes Kierkegaard for the same reason.

Klerkegaard also deals with the absurd, but for him it is of

a different nature. Helmut Kuhn points out that Camus' con

ception of absurdity is negative, whereas in Xierkegaard

there is a positive and almost aggressive absurdity that is

the basis of faith. Thus, in Fear and Tremblin~, GOd'S

commandment to Abraham to sacrifice Isaac is negative in
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"unmeaning", but it is also counter to meaning, it is an

affront to our desire for meaning and thus appears as evil;

but Kuhn says, "Crisis is the burning bush out of which God

speaks to man. The absurd seized upon by faith is an affirm

ative power and a particular absurdity."ll This is Kierke-

gaard's "teleological suspension of the ethical". Camus can-

not accept this· position, because he cannot accept the leap

of faith which is an integral part of Kierkegaard's thought:

"But a paradox enters in, and a humble courage is required

to grasp the whole of the temporal by virtue of the absurd,

and this is the co~rage of feitho,,12 This paradox is at the

heart of Kierkegaard's thought; liThe problem is not to under-

stand Christianity but to understand that it cannot be. under

stood. ltl) However 9 we shall see that there is also a funda-

mental paradox at the basis of Camuso thought, although it

does not involve God.· For Klerkegaard, the supreme. paradox

is the fact that God was made man: "The absurd is - that the

eternal truth has come into being in time, that God has come

into being, has been born, has grown up, and so forth, has

come into being precisely like any other individual human

being, quite indistinguishable from other individuals.n14

Kierkegaara states that this is a paradox because the

language of rationalism is unable to grasp existence. It is

only when we realize that man 1s not just a ~,cogitans, but

a living, willing, feeling thing as well, tnat faith can be

achieved: "For it 1s the duty of the human understanding to
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and what those things are. DIS We shall see that although

Camus could not accept Kierkegaard's faith, he was equally

adamant that reason could not grasp existence.

It should be pointed out that Camus does not dis-

agree with Kierkegaard because of the concept of the God-man.

Thus he states,· in an address delivered to the Monastery of

Latour-Maubourg, "I wish to declare that, not feeling that I

possess any absolute truth or any message. I shall never

start from the supposition that Christian truth is illusory,

but merely from the fact that I cQUld not acceQt it.»16

Moreover, in The Rebel •.he states that Christ came to answer

the two questions that occupy the rebel: suffering and death. l ?

Nietzsche, whose thought had a more profound in

fluence on Camus than both Pascal and Kierkegaard, does not

have the encumbrances of other-worldliness that were evident

in the case of Pascal and Kierkegaardo

Nietzsche accepts the war-like world of Schopenhauer

and Schopenhauer's will to live becomes Nietzsche's Will to

Powero The Will to Power opposes the ordinary that Nietzsche

sees as all prevalent in his age. In ~e~ond Good and EVil,

he states, "One must appeal to immense opposing forces in

order to thwart this natural, all~too-natural progressus in

simile, the evolution of man to the similar, the ordinary, the

average, the gregarious - to the ignoble.nlB Allied with his

criticism of the average is a scathing indictment against
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-bureaucracy and mechanization because of their depersonaliz-

lng nature. Nietzsche hoped to rebuild culture on the basis

of~the ex~eptional individual, but, as he felt that such an

individual did not exist, he was often compelled to define

his terms negatively, and this aspect accounts for a good

deal of Nietzsche's thought. The purpose of this aspect of

his thought is aptly stated by Blackham: "What the philos

opher can do is to understand the conditions of health and

diagnose the disease of the age, and attempt to bring into

existence conscious movements which will counteract any

fatal tendency of the times. n19 We shall see that Camus' ex-

amlnatlon of the absurd.is a diagnosis of his ow~ age, and

that f once he gives the diagnosis, he tries to suggest a

cure for the disease.

INietzsches' cure was his Dionysian ideal of vital-

ity. Coupled with this was the doctrine of Eternal Recur-

rence~ uRis doctrine of Eternal Recurrence, expresses the

crass senselessness of things, the eternal lack of telos in

the universe; so that to will the eternal cycle with enthus-

iasm and without hope is the ultimate attainment of affir

mation -~ fatls n20 In the same way, we shall see that,

as Sisyphus accepts his burden, and Meursault Wills to re-

live his life, Camus reiterates Nietzsche's Yea-saying to

the universe. Moreover p their attitudes are also similar in

that paradox is at the heart of this acceptance. As

Slochower says, "'fhe Nletzschean man, accepting pain, would

,/
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the most important element in a comparison of Nietzsche and

Camus is that both hoped to transcend nihilism. In The Will

to Power, Nietzsche says, liThe kind of experimental philo-

sophy which I am living, even anticipates the possibility of

the most fundamental Nlhilism v on principle: but by this I

do not mean that it remains standing at a negation, at a no,

or at a will to negation. 22 Camus reiterates this by saying,

"In the lower depth of our nihilism, I have searched only for

reasons to transcend it." 2)

,
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EXPOSITION OF CAMUS' USE
OF THE ABSURD

Camus' formal expression of the lower depths of

nihilism is given in The Myth of Sisyphus; however, he is

at pains to establish that he is not dealing with the term

in order to establish a philosophy of the absurd. As he says

in the introduction. ~The pages that follow deal with an ab-

surd sensitivity that can be found wide-spread in the age~

and not with an absurd philosophy which our time properly

speaking has not knowno"l This is because, as I shall point

out at a later point, the absurd is contradictory and cannot

be used to establish a philosophyo

Moreover, the fact that Camus is not dealing with the

traditional problems of philosophy is established in the very

first sentence of The Myth of ,~isyphus. He states, "There is

but one truly serious philosophical problem, and that is sui-

cideo JUdging whether life is or is not worth living amounts

to answering the fundamental question of Philosophy.lt2 Camus,

like Hamlet, believes that to be or not to be is ~ question:

"All the rest - whether or not the world has three dimensions,

whether the mind has nine or twelve categories - comes after

wards.") It is true that the problem of suicide would not

obtain much support from traditional philosophy, but it is of

27
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the utmost importance in contemporary literature and existen

tial thought. As Lew~s s~ys, in The Picaresque 3aint, "3~nce

Conrad, the novel in all languages has found in suicide one

of the most revealing gestures of the modern world and of

modern mano,,44

Suicide is a confession: "It is confessing that life

is too much for you or you do not understand it."S In a more

homely expression of this confession, suicide shows that

"life is not worth the trouble".. There are many reasons for

terminating one's existence; however t Camus confines his ex

amination to one particular aspect of experience.. If one be-

comes aware of the ridiQulous nature of the gestures demanded

by existence o one may decide to end his life: "Dying volun

tarily implies that you have recognized, even instinctively,

the ridiculous character of that habit o the absence of any

profound reason for living, the insane character of that

daily agitation and the ugliness of sUffering.,,6 Camus

acknowledges that such awareness is a sufficient condition

for suicide; however, the important question is whether this

awareness is a necessary condition for suicide; that is, if

one is convinced of the meaningless nature of existence,

does suicide inevitably follow this awareness? Camus'

answer to this question 1s contained in The Myth of Sisyphus ..

Camus states that up until now people "pretended to

believe that refusing to grant a meaning to life necessarily

leads to a declaration that it is not worth living."? This
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is the first sense in which Camus uses t~e word absurd, as a

synonym for meaninglessness, and his question, therefore, is,

"Does the Absurd ~lleaninglessness of life1 dictate death?" 8

Camus does not really question the absurdity of existence;

for him, it is given. He states, "1 am interested - let me

repeat 9gain- not so much in absurd discoveries as in their

consequences. If one is assured of the facts, what is one to

conclude, how far is one to go to elude nothing."9 Nor does

Camus purport to be saying anything new in pointing out the

ways in which the absurd manifests itself. He is merely

g1 ving a II slretchy reconna1 ssance in the origins of the ab

surd."lO

I have already mentioned that Camus uses the term

absurd as a synonym for meaninglessness", This does not mean

that we are automatically aware of the meaningless nature of

existence. This 1s because we get into the habit of living

before we acquire the habit of thinkings Habit is the key

term. Mo~t of life is: "Rising, streetcar, four hours of

work, meal, sleep, and Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Friday and Saturday according to the same :rhythm.. "ll If we

are not too immersed in this routine, if there is still the

possibility of questioning, we ask "Why?". Camus states

that two alternatives are possible if we maintain conscious

ness of the "why?': recovery or sUicide. Another posSibility. ,
(..,

is a return to our preconslcous state; however, he gives a
o?"\,J

preference to the maintenance of consciousness:~D"hI4jIJ'V~(t~ o~f-
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thing except through it.»12 Recovery is a return to the

'rising', 'streetcar' etc., with the difference that, by

consciousness, we are aware of its absurdity. Suicide, like

the return to pre-consciousness, negates our awareness.

The absurd is also shown by the nature of time. 13

Camus, like Heidegger, sees man as a time bound creature.

Man lives with aims and concerns that are future oriented:

"He weighs hi s chances, he counts on • someday', hi s retire

ment or the labor of his sons.,,14 Such a man never actually

lives his life; he hopes for a tomorrow that will justify

him, whereas he should oppose his time-bound nature and live

in the present.

The absurd is also shown by the denseness and opacity

of the world which 1s seen to be essentially other: "These

hills, the softness of the sky, the outline of these trees at

this very minute lose the illusory meaning with which we had

clothed them, henceforth more 'remote than.a lost paradise.

The primitive hostility of the world rises up to face us

across the millennia.»15 We attempt to personify the world:

"Understanding the 'world for a man is reducing it to the

human, stamping it with his seal.,,,16 By doing so we feel

that we are making the world amenable to our purposes; how-

ever, when we are lucid, we see that the world is dense and~

on occasions, it even seems to mock man's finitude.

Camus states that other people also secrete what he

calls the inhuman: IIThis discomfort in the face of man's own
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'inhumanity, this incalculable tumble before the image of what

we are, this 'nausea', as a writer of today calls it, is also

the absurd. II17 Nor is the inhuman confined to others. The

fami liar and strs.nge face that we encounter in a mirror or

photograph is also the absurd.

The last experience that Camus mentions to show the

affective nature of the absurd is death. The absurdity of

death comes forward when we are made aware of the flmathematic-

a1 aspect of the event"o rather than the illusions surrounding

it. More9ver, death 1s the most obvious absurdlty~ Everything

"is given the lie in vertiginous fashion by the absurdity of a

possible death." 18 The .absurdi ty of death is increased by the

fact that Camus does not accept the possibility of anything

beyond death: "Death is there as the only reality. After

death the chips are down" D119 Also~ the absurdity of death is

increased because of the uncertainty of the time of its coming;

mors certa; hora incerta" This is 'tA!hy Camus saysp "Let us

state that the sole obstacle~ the sole deficiency to be made

good, is constituted by premature deathe,,20

These are affective or tonal examples of the absurd,

but Camus does not think that the absurd is limited to tonal

aspects of experience. ThUS, he states that the mind's in

ability to perform its function also shows the absurd. It

cannot even perform its first step, to distinguish what is

true:from what is false, Without contradictionG This, of

course, is the familiar pa~adox of the Cretan, and Camus cites
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Aristotle's expression of the paradox. He goes on to say:

"This vicious circle is but the first of a series in which

the mind that studies itself gets lost in a giddy whirling.,,21

The mind,.paralleling the unconscious, desires to unifythe~

world. however, it is brought up short of its quest by the

frustrations of its simplest operations. Thus we must des-

pair of the mind's attempt to construct a familiar world.

The mind confirms what the heart feels: "Of whom and of what

indeed can I say: 'I know that~O This heart within me I can

feel, and I judge that it exists. This world I can touch,

and I likewise judge that it exists. There ends all my know

ledge and the rest 1s construotion.,,22 Nor can science ap-

prehend the world; it can only describe and enumerate phenom-

ena: "So that science that was to teach me everything ends

up in a hypothesis, that luc,idity founders in metaphor, that

uncertainty is' resolved in a work of art. What need had I of

so many efforts? The soft lines of these hills and the hand

of evening on this troubled heart teach me much more. I have

returned to my beginning.,,23 Because of the mind's inability

to unify, the individual i~ condemned to be a stranger to

himself; because of science's inability to explain, he is

condemned to be a stranger to the world.

Having said that the world is absurd, Camus back

tracks: "I said that the world is absurd, but I was too hasty.

This world in itself 1s not reasonable, that is all that can

be said. But what is absurd is the confrontation of this
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irrational and the, wild longing for clarity whose call echoes

in the human heartw The absurd depends as much on man as on

the world. • • • This is all I can discern in this measure

less universe where my adventure takes p1ace. n24 M.an wants

to be at home in the universe and he wants to know himself;

this is impossible, and the result is the absurd: "The

absurd is·born of this confrontation between ~he human need

and the unreasonable silence of the wor1d." 25 Thus, for

Camus, the absurd is an "odd trinitylO; it is not a thing-in-

itself, but a relationship. It springs into being because of

man's nosta1gi,a and the realities of the world:

I can negate everything of that part of me that lives
on vague nostalgias, except this desire for unity,
this longing to solve, this need for clarity and

- conesloiJ.:--r can reT~e everye-lITng-tn--errn::-1>lOrld- --
surrounding me that offends or enraptures me, ex
ceptthis chaos, this sovereign chance and this
divine equivalence which springs from anarchy•• ~ 0

And these two certainties - my appetite for the
absolute and for unity and the impossibility of
reducing the world to a rational and reasonable
principle.,;' I also know that I cannot reconcile
them. 26

The absurd is Camus' cogito and, in The Rebel, he

states that th'e absurd is rea point of departure, the equiv
?'7

alent, in eXistence, of Descartes' methodical doubt. u - r For

Camus, the absurd is the indubitably given and, paralelling

Descartes, he proceeds to build upon that which is certain;

however, Camus does not claim to have made any original dis-

coveries in his awareness of the absurdity of existence. He

states that this theme has been present in diverse thinkers
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and he examines those who have dealt with the absurdity of

existence. However, Camus will claim to be the only thinker

to retain the absurd in his thought once he has become

aware of it ..

Camus st'ates that thinkers from Jaspers to Heidegger,

Kierkegaard to Ch~stov, and from the phenomenologists to

Scheler have been aware of the shortcomings of reason and

have attempted to reassert a direct path to truth. Even

though these thinkers have been opposed by their methods and

aims, they are related by their nostalgia: "Whatever may be

or have been their amb.itions, all started out from that in...

describable universe where contradictiOl\antinomy, anguish,

__ n ~~ __imp~t__e~c~ !,~i~_ns.~' ~8__ C_~~u~ __r~!~~ to t~~~~ ~a!~onus __ ~h~nk:- __

ers to show that there is a great deal of agreement regarding

the absurdity of existence. However, he will criticize these

same thinkers for forsaking their discovery of the absurd.

Camus states that Heidegger makes anxiety, nostalgia

in Camus' terminology, primordial. Thus. it is the basis of

his ontology: "He stands in this absurd world and points out

its ephemeral character. He seeks his way amid these ruins~29

Jaspers despairs of establishing any ontology at all because

he feels that he cannot get beyond appearances and the mind

ends in failure; however, he gropes about in this labyrinth

and attempts to discover an "Ariadne's thread that l~ads to

divine secrets.n30 Chestov, as well. tries to m~ke his way

in the "colourless desert where all oertainties have become
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stories."31 These thinkers have discovered the absurd, and

Kierkegaard goes one step further by living it, at least for

part of his life. In the realm of method, Husserl reinstates

the world's diversity and denies the transcendent power of

reason. Reason becomes the focusing of consciousness: "What

justifies thpught is its extreme consbiousness."3 2

Camus .states that all of these thinkers give up hope:

"These men vie with one another in proclaiming that nothing

1s clear, all is chaos, that all man has is his lucidity and

his definite knowledge of the walls surrounding him.,,33 Thus,

the evidence of these thinkers shows that Camus' discovery of

the absurd is not uniqu~; however, he does not illustrate why

they have posited the absurd. Rather, he is concerned with

the consequences that follow from their awareness of it:

"Living under that stifling sky forces one to get away or to

stay. The important thing is to find out how people get away

in the first case and why people stay in the second case.

This is how I define the problem of suicide and the possible

interest in the conclusions of existential philosophYon34

People escape the absurd by suicide. The normal type of

suicide is the termination of one's existence. Another type

is what Camus call~ "philosophical SUicide" a

In explainingriphilosophical sUicid~: Camus states

that he is going to limit himself to existential philosophies.

He then examines certain themes of Chestov, Kierkegaard,and'

Jaspers. He suggests that all of these thinkers suggest es-
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cape from the absurd: "Through an odd reasoning, starting

out from the absurd over the ruins of reason, in a closed

universe limited to the human, they deify what crushes them

and find reascin to hope 1n what impoverishes them. That

forced hope is religious in all of them.,,35 Camus states

that Jaspers, in caricatural form, expressess the opinion

that he is condemning. Jaspers cannot realize the trans-

cendent, and experience for him is absurd; however, he dei-

fies the absurd - "that inability to understand becomes the

existence that illuminates everything... .36 What is perhaps

even more difficult to accept is the passion with which he

asserts his "Lord of the- Absurd" .. The certainty of his

m_m_p~~~ep.~em1.s~t!_dlre~~J>r~1>0_rt~~n _t9_ th~ _gay_ 1:>e_hle~n_ his

powers of explanation and the irrationality of the world and

experience.

In the same way, when Chestov discovers the fundamental ab-

surdity of experience, he does not say, "This is the absurd,"~

but rather, "This is God: we must rely on him even if he does

not correspond to any of our rational categories ... .37 Jaspers'

certainty of God grows with the broadening of the gulf be

tween the powers of explanation and the irrational na~ure of

the world. Chestov's certainty of God increases with his in-

comprehensibility. 'Camus states that the leap into the ir

rational of Chestov is more evident in Kierkegaard. Antinomy

and paradox become elements of the religious for Klerkegaard

and Christianity becomes a scandal. He deifies the irration-
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~l; "Since nothing is proved, everything can be proved."3B

The existentialists' attitude is "philosophical sui

cide". They a.ll ta.ke the leap; that is to say, they all

negate the absurd: "The leap in all its forms, rushing into

the divine or the eternal, surrendering to the illusions of

the everyday or of the idea - all these screens hide the

absurd.,,39 It has already been pointed out that these think-

ers start from a position which states that the world has no

meaning; however, they end up by finding a meaning in it.

In doing sOo they surrender their initial awareness of the

absurd:

If t,here is an absurd, it is in man's universe.
The moment the notion transforms itself into
eternity's springboard, it ceases to be linked to
human lucidity. rhe absurd is no longer that evi
dence that man ascertains without consenting to it.
The struggle is eluded. lvian integrates the absurd
and in that communion causes to disappear its
essential character, which is opposition, lacer
ation, and divorceo 7he leap is an excape. 40

Husserl follows the existentialists in making a leap.

He had originally confirmed absurd thought· in stating that

there is not truth but only truths. Nor does Husserl attempt

to explain the wo.rld; he merely describes actual experience.

Thus, reality can be drained, but no.t explained. However,

Husserl goes beyong this. He transcends pure description by

giving a unifying principle: the mind intends an essence for
j

each object of knowledge, as well as the object. Moreo.ver,

even though Husserl originally denies the integrating power

Qf reason, he ends up affirming an eternal Reason.whose laws
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would eXist, in the same way that Plato's Ideas would exist,

without individual minds to experience it.

If we accept Husserl's position, the world becomes

clear, but our desire for familiarity becomes useless. With

Kierkegaard. the desire for clarity is surrendered. Both

thinkers suppress the absurd by denying one of the terms re-

sponsible for its coming into being. Camus does not want the

leap of "philosophical sUicid~'. whether it be the "triumphal

reason" of Husserl or the IIhumiliated thought" of Kierkegaard.

What he wants to do is k~ep the trinity of the absurd: "There

can be no question of masking the evidence, by suppressing the

absurd by denying one of the terms of its equationo It is

essential to know whether one can live with it or whether, on

the other hand, logic commands one to die of it. I am not

interested in philosophical SUicide, but rather in plain sui

cide"u4l "Philosophical suicideil is illegitimate because it

masks one of the terms of the equation and Camus uses the same

line of reason to show that suicide, the termination of one's

eXistence, is also illegitimate as it eludes the problem:

Living an experience, a particular fate, is accept
ing it fully. Now, no one will live this fate know
ing it to be absurd, unless he does everything to
keep before him that absurd brought to light by
consciousness. Negating one of the terms of the
opposition on which he lives amounts to escaping it.
To abolish conscious revolt is to elude the problem.
The theme of permanent revolution is thus carried
into indiVidu~l experience•. Living is keeping the
absurd alive. 2

This concludes my exposition of Camus' formal exam-
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ination of the absurd. I now propose to examine the way in

which he uses the concept in his literary works.

Camus' first pUblished work was a set of five essays

published under the collective title L'Envers et L'Endroit.

In these essays, Camus expresses the duality of eXistence:

he is acutely aware of the riches of physical eXistence,

~'endroit, but he is equally aware of the inevitability of

death, l'envers. He states, "He questions the meaning of a

world in which exist side by side death and beauty, suffering

and joy, incomprehensibility and man's desire for clarity. 1I43

This dualism is maintained throughout the whole work and in

the final essay he stat~so "Between these two sides of the

world [leenvers et l'endroit] I don't want to choose. I

don't like anyone to choose. Great courage consists in keep

ing your eyes open on the light as well as death .. " 44 However,

it 1s despair and death, rather than joy and life, that re-

ceive the emphasis in these essays.

The dualism of the world is re-examined in Camus'

next set of essays, Noceso fhe dualism is still present, but

each term intensifies his experience of the other and raises

the dualism to the level of a paradbx: "My horror of death

lies in my joy of living. 1I4,5 Also, as implied by the title,

Noces is more concerned with the· positive aspects of exist-

ence and celebrates the nuptials between man and earth; how-

ever, even the earth, the cause of Camus' joy, is a source

of despair: III know simply that this sky will last longer
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than r."46 This despair is reinforced because death is the

complete end of everything: "I do not choose to believe that

death opens on to another life. For me it is a closed door."47

Thus, even in his ~arliest works. the feelings that he will

later include·under the absurd are present, although in embry-

onic form.

Camus deals with the absurd explicity, for the first

time, in his plays Caligula and The Misunderstanding. The

~isunderstanding is the most nihilistic of Camus' works. It

concerns a man who has returned to his native Czechoslovakia,

after achieving prosperity abroad. He wants to give some of

this prosperity to his mother and sister whom he has not seen

for a number of years, but, as he wants to see if they will

recognize him, he checks into the inn run by his mother and

sister without revealing his identity and has his wife stay

at a nearby hotelo 48 He is murdered. as previous guests have

been, by his mother and sister who hoped to escape to a land

of sun with the money stolen from their murdered guests. When

they realize the nature of their crime, the fact that they

have murdered a son and a brother, the women commit suicide.

The play shows the nature of man's existence in the

world: the ab~urd is built into the fabriC of the world it

self. This comes through with full force when Martha, the

sister. tells her brother's wife that what has happened is

the normal course of things:



Martha:

Maria:
Martha:

But before I go to die, I must rid you of
the illusion that you are right, that love
isn't futile, and that what has happened
was an accident. On the contrary, it's
now that we are in the normal order of
things, and I must convince you of it.
What do you mean by that?
That in the normal cour~e of things, no
one is ever recognized.~9

individual is innocent or gUilty, his striving comes to

naught; "But fix this in your mind; neither for him nor for

us, neither in life nor in death, is there any peace or home-

. . . Try to realize that no grief of yours can ever

equal the injustice done to man."50 Thus, Camus offers us a

picture of a universe that is blatantly hostile to man's

__asplr~~~~~so This takes him beyond the po~ition,of The l"lyth

of Sisyphus that the universe is just indifferent to man. 51
---..:;...,::---?

Camus continues the theme that misunderstandings are

the normal course of things. in his short stories The Silent

Men and The Guest. In The Silent Men a group of workers

demand higher wages from an employer who cannot meet their

demands because of dWindling profits. Because of this they

refuse him social amenities, and even when his child becomes

very ill, they remain mute. The absurdity is primarily social,

but metaphysical absurdity is implied in that Camus is saying

that it is impossible to communicate in a world such as ours.

This is brought out with more force in The Guest. An

official brings an Arab that has been convicted of murder to

a school-teaoher in a deserted part of Algeria, and demands
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that the teacher turn the Arab over to the authorities. Even

though he does not sympathize with the Arab, the teacher

shows the man the way to freedom; however, the man turns him-

self in. When the teacher returns to the school, he sees

written on the wall~ "You handed over our brother.. You will

-paylo-r ---tlli---s-~-"52--NBTt1Ter-t1n:,1D:aDsnor t1reJ1:uropean umltIT---

stand the teacher and by implication, such is the normal

course in an absurd universe.

The action of these stories and The Misunderstanding

reveal, the absurd nature of the universe. In Caligula the

absurd determines what happens, rather than being revealed

by the action. Camus t~kes his material for the play direct

ly from Suetonius' Lives of Twelve Caesars. Caligula had an

incestuous love for his sister Drusilla; he was a just ruler,

but had a character reversal at the time of her death. Camus

interprets Drusilla's death as triggering Caligula's encount

er with the absurd~ Caligula realizes, "Men die; and they

are not happy_uS) Because of death all things are meaning

less p existence is absurd, and there is complete lack of

harmony between man and the universe. Caligula decides to

press this aspect of our cond1tion to its 10g1cal conclusion:

he acts in a way as absurd as the universe by arbitrarily

choosing victims for· death. By doing so he feels that he

will achieve freedom and, therefore, happiness. Cherea

realizes what Caligula is doing: "He is converting his phil

osophy into corpses and - unfortunately for us - its a phil-
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'osophy that's logical from start to finish. 1l54 Caligula,

like The Misunderstanding, is concerned with the attempts of

an individual to secure happiness in a universe that spawns

misery; however, like Martha, Caligula does not obtain happi~

ness. This is because he has chosen the wrong pat~ but he

err-seavers nrS-error too late: "Tnave chosenawrong path, a

path that. leads to nothing. My freedom isn't the right one." 55

The Stranger contains Camus' most successful examin

ation of the absurd because there is not the obvious desire to

illustrate a set of ideas as there is in most of his other

creative writing.56 MeursaultJ as a functionary, personifies

the absurdity of habit mentioned in The Myth of Sisyphus;

however, he sees the illusions of these habits - "It happens

the stage sets collapse.,,57 It 1s perhaps difficult to

reconcile the fact that Meurseult acts as if he were con

scious of the absurd, with the fact that he appears to be

semi-conscious most of the time; however, when we see that

Meursault does not become conscioUS of the absurdity of ex

istence, in a metaphysical sense, until his interview with

the priest, the contra&etion disappears. While free, he is

well adjusted to the physical world and enjoys the pleasures

to be found in such a world, and even when he becomes aware

of the metaphysical absurdity of his condition, he still

accepts the world; he gives himself to the~benign indiffer

ence of the universe."S4 However, throughout the novel he

1s aware of the absurdity of society. Meursault has actually
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reached his state of awareness~regardingsociety, before the

novel begins. In response to his employer's enquiry as to

whether or not he would like to take a position in Paris, he

says:

I told him I was quite prepared to go; but really I
didn't care much one way or the other.

_._.- -H-e-t-h-e-n-a-s-k-ea-i-f-a-----.l..-e-hafise---e-f--l-i-f-e-'. ,------a-s----h-e-e-a-l-];.ed---
it didn't appeal to me, and I ans~ered that one
never changed one's real life; anyhow, one life was
as good as another and my present one suited me quite
well.
At this he looked rather hurt, and told me I always
shilly-shallied, and that I l3cked ambition - a
grave defect, to his mind, when one was in business.
I returned to my work. I'd have preferred not to
vex him, bUG I saw no reason for 'changing my life'.
By and large it wasn't an unpleasant one. As a
student I'd had plenty of ambition of the kind he
meant. But, when I had to drop my studies, I very
soon realized, all that was pretty futile.59

This reference shows that Meursault, even though he does not

often express such sentiments, 1s completely aware of the

meaningless nature of social pretense, and as a result of his

awareness, he shows a complete disregard for economic and

social ambition.

Nor will Meursault cover up the incoherence of ex-

perience. He will not put categories between himself and

this incoherence. Camus communicates his incoherence direct-

ly by the use of style. He uses a first person narrative and

a non-analytic vocabulary, and the discord between the

narrative method and the language of the novel sharpens the

sense of incoherence at the heart of "Meursault's experience.

This incoherence 1s also emphasized by the lack of language
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-reflecting causality. There are few subordinate clauses or

conjunctions joining sentences. The compound tense is used

to show the lack of any real past surviving in Meursault's

consciousness. Moreover, time, when he is aware of itt 1s

merely a series of discontinuous moments. 60

-------

not follow the conventions of society. When the defence

lawyer asks him if he felt grief on "that sad occasion" of

his mother's death, Meursault replies:

The question struck me as an odd one; personally
I'd have been much embarrassed by having to ask
anyone a thing like that.
I answered that in recent years I'd rather lost
the habit of noting my feelings, and hardly knew
what to answer. I could truthfully say I'd been
quite fond of Mother - but really that didn't mean
much. All normal people, I added, as an after
thought, had more or less desired· the degth of
those they loved, at some time or otherQ 1

The fact that Meursault will not say any more than he

thinks or feels, will aid in his condemnation.

Meursaultis condemnation itself is also absurd.

There are two distinct parts to the novel. Part I shows

theevery day flow of reality as seen from Meursault's point

of view. Part II shows the reconstruction of this reality

by the standards of moral absolutism. The performance of

the crime. is not in question. Nor would the murder of an

Arab normally be a capital offence in Algeria. It is

Meursault's character that is on trial and, from the stand-

ards of moral absolutism, he is guilty; he does not accept
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'society's arbitrary rules of conduct. As the prosecutor says,

"'In short', he concluded, speaking with great vehemence, 'I

accuse the prisoner of behaving at his mother's funeral in a

way that showed he was already a criminal at heart .'l 62 Even

Meursault realizes, from the point of view of moral abso-

-l-u~lsm;--t-na-r-n-e-1--s- -g--u~-l:typ-ne----tS C ond-emrred -becau-s-e----ne---d1.-d----n-o 1'"-t----

cry at his mother's funeral: the moral code says that such

behaviour shows him to be a criminal. This application of an

~ priori moral code to his case is absurd because we know the /

factso Thus, Meursault is condemned because of a mlsunder-

standing, and Camus is reiterating the fact that such mis

understandings are of the very fabric of existenceQ Meur

sault reads the plot of The Misunderstanding from a news

paper fragment in his cell and sees the likelihood of such a

thing happening ..

l1eursault is condemned by a legal code, acting ..

through a jUdge j that 1s indifferent to his aspirations as

an individual. and this social element of the novel is comic-

ally portrayed; however, his condemnation symbolizes the

metaphysical aspect of the. novel. All mankind is condemned

to death, even though each person is innocent. This con-

demnation renders life meaningless and, therefore, death is

the ultimate absurdity. Meursault reaches an awareness of

this at the end of the novel:

From the dark horizon of my future a sort of slow,
persistent breeze had been blowing towards me, all
my life long. from the years that were to come. And
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on its way that breeze had levelled out all the
ideas that people tried to foist on me in the
equally unreal years I then was living through••• e
All alike would be condemned to die one day; his
turn too would come like the others, And what
difference could it make if, after being charged
with murder he didn't weep at his mother's fune~a18

since it all came to the same thing in the end. b]

The overall effect of the absurd, up to this point,
-------- -----------------

in The Stranger is that the desire for happiness in such a

universe, is frustrated p thwarted,and eventually denied.

This hostile nature of the universe is further examined in

The Plague.

The Plague describes the human cQndition in a way

that Pascal said was best symbolized by imprisonmente Camus

quotes Defoe's preface to the third volume of Robinson Crusoe

on the title page of the novel: "It is as reasonable to re-

present one kind of imprisonment by another. as it is to re-

present anything that really exists by that which exists

not • .. 64

The novel deals with an outbreak" of plague in the

city of Oran and the accompanying suffering and deathe

Throughout the novel, the sense of separation is emphasized.

The people of Oran are separated from the outside world;

lovers are separated from one another, and even within Oran,

the people are separated from one another by the isolation

camps. Rleux, the narrator of the chronicle, tells of the

citizens finally becoming aware of this separation: "Yes,

the plague had ended with the terror. and thorepassionately
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in the profoundest meaning of the words." 6 .5 liThe profoundest

meaning of the words" shows that the novel also symbolizes

the nature of existence in general. The closed world of Oran

is the absurd world man is forced to live in. As the asth-

--mB:tlcsays-, "n-ut whataoes~at mean - 'plague'? Just~fre;------

no more than that. 1I66

The plague symbolizes the absurdity of premature

death. This can be any type of premature death; for example,

Tarrou identifies the plague with the principle of capital

punishment, and he feels that all men carry plague within

them in their capacity and desire to do evil. The plague

can also Qe compared to the Nazis. There are a number of

references that show that Camus had the Occupation in mind

when he was writing the novel: the events reported take place

in "194-it
• Moreover g the living conditions during the plague

are more evocative of the living conditions in France during

the Occupation than a plague-stricken community» and the

first sermon of Paneloux suggests the position of the Church

at the beginning of the Occupation. LastlYD the isolation

camps and crematoriums suggest the Occupation. However, this

last point shows that this interpretation cannot be carried

too far: tt was Rieux and his associates who established the

isolation camps and crematoriums. Moreover, Camus probably

wanted to suggest the sUffering and death inflicted by any
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dictatorship, 'although he used particular historical data

relevant to the Nazi Regime.

In the novel, Camus also shows that the social order

of Oran is absurd. The Oranese are a classic example of in

authentic existence a~d they illustrate the type of society

novel Camus describes their way of life:

In our little town ••• everyone is bored, and
devotes himself to cultivating habits. Our citi~

zens work hard, but solely with the object of get
ting rich. Their chief interest is in commerce and
their chief aim in life is, as they call it, 'doing
business'. Naturally, they don't eschew such simp
ler pleasures as love-making, sea-bathing, going to
the pictures. But, very sensibly, they reserve these
pastimes, for S~turday afternoons and Sundays, and
employ the rgst of the week in making money as much
as possible,. 7

When the pla~ue strikes o the normal routine of the Granese

is disrupted. After the plague leaves, iUeux says, "Tomorrow

real life would begin aga1d'u 68 referring to the same "doing

business" the Oranese had engaged in before the attack .of

plague ..

In The Stranger, society's attempt to apply an ab-

stract code of behaviour to an individual existent was shown

to be absurd. In doing ~Ou the officials showed their host

ility to the members of the society. Camus criticizes this

hostility of officialdom in The Plague. 'When it became

certain that plague was present in Oran, the officials shut

the gates to the city; however, the way in which this bureau~

cratic move was carried out shows the authorities' hostility:
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before the official order was made known to the public, and,

naturally enough, it was impossible to take individual. cases

into account.,,69 Moreover, in the midst of the plague, the

officials show a Victorianism that is absurd in comparison

to the realities of the situation. Camus states that two

large pits vJere dug for the plague victims: "One was re-

served for the men, the other for the women. Thus, in this

respect, the authorities still gave thought to propriety and

it was only later that, by the force of things, this last

remnant of decorum went by the board, and men and women were

flung into the death pits indlscriminately.u70 The element

that comes out most strongly in this "black humour" is the

inconsequential nature of everything that. the officials do.

As T4rrou says, "Officialdom can never cope with something

really catastrophic. And the remedial measures they think

up are hardly adequate for a common cold o It 71

In The Plague, Camus has gone beyond the "IIG of The

~tranger to a "we", but the absurdity of existence still re

mains and, in this sense, The Plague symbolizes the univer

sal fate of man. 72

Conclusi ons

In the first part of this chapter, which deals

primarily with ~he Myth of SisyphUS, I attempted to illus-

trate the diverse ways in which the absurd 1s revealed,
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according' to Camus. ~Thus, it is impossible to point to any

one situation and say, "1his is the absurd". Nor does Camus

distinguish between the metaphysical and social aspects of

the absurd in The1l1yth of Sisyphus; hovJever~ the various ex

amples of the absurd are separable into these two aspects.

----------I-----fl-a-v"e-a-±-s-e----s-h-ew-n---15-~____amus·ans-w-e-r-to the-q-ttest-lh o""\11n-1-,-lllLIDR-rTo=e~s-----

the absurd dictate death?" reinforces his statement that he

had descended the depths of nihilism only to transcend it. 7)

Camus will not accept intellectual or physical suicide as a

possible course of action. Moreover, in The Myth of Sisy-

phus, he has concluded, by a paradoxical twist of reasoning,

that life is, all the more valuable because of its fundament-

al absurdi ty•.

The second section of this chapter has been an attempt

to show the way in which the absurd is developed in Camus'

literary works. Here the metaphysical and social aspects of

t he absurd become explici t·o The Mi sunderstanding and Calig

ula deal with the metaphysical nature of the absurde The

Stranger and The Plague continue the examination of the meta

physical nature of the absurd, but its social nature is also

considered. Thu3, in The Stranger, Camus satirizes the ab

surdity of society's attempt to cover up metaphysical chaos

by the application of an absolute standard of values. Also,

the pretensions and aims of society are shown to be absurd.

Such a criticism of society is also present in The Plague,

but it does not occupy a position of central importance•.
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There, Camus concentrates on the absurdity of evil: the

plague conveys the notion of physical eVil, and the oblique

references to the Occupation and Tarrou's statements convey

the notion of moral evilG

rhe comments in this chapter show that there are

_________three areas of Camus' thought that come within the scope of

this study that need to be evaluated: his use of the term ab-

surd, his paradoxical conclusion that life is all the more

valuable because of its absurdity, and the validity of the

conclusions that Camus derives from his examination of the

absurdQ This last point may seem to be a digression from

the central purpose of this study- an examination of the

absurd. However, Camus does not give an unqualified state-
I

ment of absurdity at any point in the development of his

thought. This is true eve~ of his most nihilistic piece,

The MisunderstandingQ Therefore v if we are to obtain a

balanced view of his work, it is essential to see the way in

which Camus responds to his initial awareness of the absurd~

This is the purpose of the following chaptero
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CAMUSO RESPONSE TO THE ABSURD

We have already seen that,'from a rejection of suicide

in T ha J4-¥ili of d i----£1f-phu~1-s-fl-e-fr--o~t a s one 0 f

the few coherent philosophical postions. By revolt he means

a refusal to accept man's condition: lilt is not aspiration,

for it is devoid of hope, That revolt is the certainty of a

crushing fate, without the resignation that ought to
1

ability to engage in revolt raisesaccompany it." . The the

question of freedom, but Camus does not propose to discuss

t he problem of freedom 1n the tradi ti onal manner: It Knmdng

whether or not man is free doesn't interest meo I can ex

perience only my own freedom" II 2 Death negates the possi-

bility of any eternal freedom; however, the absurd enlight-

ens man as to his temporal freedom: "The divine availability

of the condemned man before whom the prison doors open in a

certain early dawn, that unbelievable disinterestedness with

regard to everything except the pure flame of 1ife- it 1s

clear that death and the absurd are here the principles of

the only reasonable freedom: that which a human heart can

experience and live." 3

In an absurd universe, an individual will be in-

different to the future and attempt to use up everything

that is made available to him. The only obstacle to be over-

.53



come is premature death, and Camus feels that this is more a

matter of luck than anything else. His attitude implies that

the best living is replaced by the most living. However, he

would say that he is simply following his investigation to

its logical conclusion: "It is not up to me to wonder if

this is vulgar or revolting, elegant or deplorable. Once

and for a~lt value judgments are discarded here in favor of

factual judgments. u4 In this carpe diem attitude Camus has

reached a third conclusion from the absurd- passionate

awareness: "The present and the succession of presents be-

fore a constantly conscious soul is the ideal of the absurd

man. uS

The three conclusions of_Camus' investigation into

the absurd-revolt, freedom, and passion constitute his

solution to the absurd. His investigation shows a way, and

Camus would say the only way, of thinking if one is to re-

main true to the absurd. However, it is life, and not

thought, that is the important thing, and Camus proceeds to

give examples of men who live their awareness of the absurd.

The absurd man is a man without nostalgia; he

accepts the conclusions of Camus' argument. He is without

hope in respect to immortal life; however, he is not with-

out hope in respect to li~e itsel~ even though he is limited

to this life. He is aware of nostalgia, but he prefers

courage, which teaches him to live without appeal, and

reason, which informs him of his limits. In giving his ex-
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amples of absurd men, Camus takes pains to point out that

they are not necessarily presented as examples or models to

be followed: "Let me repeat that these images do not pro

pose moral codes and involve no judgments: they are sketches~

They merely represent a style of life~"6

The first example that Camus gives is Don Juan. He

is an ordinary seducer, but he is also an absurd man. He

goes from woman to woman, but not as a mystic in search of a

total, all-consuming love. He cannot unify his feelings; he

simply multiplies them by going from one conquest to another.

In doing so, h~ achieves an ethic of quantity.

The actor is also engaged in an ethic of quantity.

Camus feels that his profession ~s an excellent example of

the absurd because the actor contradicts himself: "the same

and yet sOIDrious e so many souls summed up in a single body.

Yet it is the absurd contradiction itself e that individual

who wants to achieveeverythlng and live everything, that

useless attempts that ineffectual persistence."? The actor

has three hours to be whatever role he has assumed; however o

he will also die in three hours e under whichever of these

masks he has assumed. Moreover, the actor tries to express

a whole exceptional life in these three hours.

In his examination of the conqueror, Camus states

that the previous greatness of a conqueror was measured by

the area that he had accumulated in battle; however, for

him. the term does not refer to a victorious general, but to .
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a man's protest against his fate. In this context, the con-

queror is simply the absurd man lucidly living his revolt.

Moreover, even though his victories are never final, his

status as a conqueror is not diminished. Camus cites Pro-

metheus as the first of the modern conquerors.

Camus uses the rr,wth of Sisyphus as an archetype of

the absurd man. Sisyphus was condemned by the gods to

ceaselessly push a huge stone to the top of a hill from which

it would roll down: "'l'hey [the gOdSl had thought wi th some

reason that there is no'more dreadful punishment than futile

and hopeless labor. uB However, Camus feels that Sisyphus

surmounts hi~ punishment because he is conscious. Moreover,

he is the absurd hero~r ~xcellence because his whole being

is exerted towards accomplishtng nothing. Stsyphus, in that

he is the proletarian of the gods, also symbolizes the fate

of a great number of modern workers: "The workman of today

works every day in his life at the same tasks, and this fate

is no less absurdG But it is tragic only at the rare moments

when it becomes consclouso u9

Although Sisyphus is the archetype of the absurd man,

Camus maintains that the creator is the most absurd character

of all~ "All existence for a man turned away from the etern-

al 1s but a vast mime under the mask of the absurd. Creation

is the great mime. nlO The absurd work of art will not attempt

to explain and solve but to experience and describe: "If the

commandments of the absurd are not respected, if the work
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does not ill~strate divorce and revolt, if it sacrifices to

illusions and arouses hope, it ceases to be gratuitous.Hll

Thus, the work of art is not a refuge from the absurd; it

is an absurd phenomenon itself: nCreating or not creating

changes nothing"u 12 Thought cannot refine the real; thought,

therefore, mimics it. Art, in this sense, is a mirror held

up to nature. l ]

The positive response to the absurd that is develop-

a

eld in The Myth of Sisyphus is also present in C0mus' fiction- 1
works" ~

The Misunderstanding is Camuso most nihilistic work.

Af.ter she murders.Jan, Martha counsels his wife to commit
, II

what Ca~us calls» in The Myth of-uisyphus, philosophical

" .suicide: llPray your God to harden you to stone. It s the
.

happiness He has assigned Himself» and the one true happi-

ness. Do as He does» be deaf to all appeals, and turn your

heart to stone while there is still time. u14 Martha goes on

to say that if this 1s not enough of a cOillpensation, the

only other alternative is physical suicid~: "But if you feel

you lack the courage to enter into this hard» blind peace-

then come and join us in our common house.. •• You have a

choice between the mindless happiness of stones and the

slimy bed in which we are awaiting you. illS Maria cannot

accept the alternatives offered, and she prays to God: "Oh

God, I cannot live in this desert. It is on You that I must

call, and I shall find the words to say. ••• Have pity on
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those who love each other and are parted. tt16 God, as He

is wont to do, remains silent; however, an old manservant,

wl10 could represent God, appears, and Maria asks for his

assistance. The play ends with his emphatic "Not tt • l ?

The point is that, even in such a" world, the absurd

can be dealt with. In an interview in 1944, Camus said,

"Finally it comes down to saying that everything would have

been different if the son had said: 'It's me, this is my

name. , It comes down to saying that in an unjust and in-

different world, man can still achieve his own salvation

and that of other people by the use of the simplest sincer-

i ty and the most precis~ language. 1I1S The world of The Mis-

understanding 1s fraught with ambiguity. In such a world,

Camus couI1s91s us to act so as not to increase the ambi gui ty.

Meursault reiterates this position when he reads about the

incident that forms the plot for the play: n.Anyhow, to my

mind, the man was asking for trouble p one shouldn't play

tricks of that sorto .. 19

The contradictory reasons that motivate the mother

and sister to cbmml't sJ,1ictde also give a pbsttlve solution

to the absurd•. Martha despairs of finding any happiness

in this life: she states that even if she had known her

brother's identity, it wouldn't have made any difference. 2 0

Therefore, she kills herself. On the other band, the mother

kills herself because she realizes that she has destroyed

the one thing that counts, and that can sometimes be secured,
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'in an absurd world- human love.

Positive' elements, in the midst of absurdity, are'

also present in Caligula. Caligula, like Martha, fails to

see that life is of the utmost importance in a meaningless

universe and, in his ignorance, tries to bring his absurd

reasoning to its logical conclusionu Cherea states that

Caligula's philosophy is completely logical; however, he is

equally aware that ita man can't live v~i thout some reason

for livingG~2l Moreover u Cherea is equally aware of the

fact that he cannot justify this position philosophicallyu

This does not diminish his desire: «What spurs me on is

not ambition but fear, my very reasonable fear of that in-

human vision in which my life means no more than a speck of

dust." 22 Thus, Cherea joins the patricians who are planning

to assasinate Caligula. He still realizes that Caligula's

position is logical, but he maintains, "I'll have no part

of your ~ogico~2J He opposes hlm u even though he cannot

justify his opposition:

Because what I want is to live, and be hapPYG
Neither, to my mind, is possible if one pushes the
absurd to its logical conclusions. As you see. I'm
qUite an ordinary sort of man. True, there are
moments when, to feel free of them, I desire the
death of those I love, or I hanker after women from
whom the ties of family or friendship debar me.
Were logic everythin£, I'd kill or fornicate on
such occasions. But I consider that these passing
fancies have no great importance. If everyone set
to gratifying them o the world would be impossible
to live ln~ and happiness, too, would go by the
board. And th~se, I repeat,. are the things that
count, for meG 21+
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Cherea realizes that his position is a moral choice. His

position cannot be logically valldate~ because there is no

value inherent in the universe; however. he opts for man.

This is exactly the position that Camus, Cherea-like, adopts

when writing to an imqginary German friend who, Caligula- .

lik~ has chosen logic:

~ on the contrary, chose justice in order to re
main faithful to the world. I continue to believe
that this world has no ultimate meaning. But I
know that something in it has a meaning and that is
man, because he is the only creature to insist on
having one. This world has at least the truth of
man, and our task is to provide its justification'
against fate itself. And it has no justification
but man; hence he must be saved if we want to save
the idea we have of life. 25

Caligula works against life; "One cannot destroy everything

without destroying oneselfQo •• 'He faligUla] consents to

die, having learned that no man can save himself alone, and

that one cannot be free by working against mankind. u26

Caligula had revolted against the fact that men die

without obtaining happiness. Meursault expresses a similar

awareness about the nature of death:

I was to die. Sooner than others, obviously. But,
I reminded -myself o 'its's common knowledge that life
isn't worth living anyhow.' ••• Also, whether I
died now or forty years hence, this business of
dying had to be got through, inevitably. Still,
somehow this line of thought wasn't as consoling as
it should have been; the idea of all those years of
life in hand was a galling reminder. 27

In his initial awareness of death, Meursault states that

life is rendered absurd because of it. He expresses this

feeling in more detail when he revolts against the priest
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and.the possibility of immortality that he holds out to him.

The certainty of death brings forth the full force of the

absurd; Meur'saul t·t s condemnati on merely hastens the universal

death sentence: "All alike would be condemned to die one day;

his turn, too, would come like the others ••• it all came to

the same thing in the end.,,28 This despair is only tempor-

ary; his outburst awakens him to the fact that, as death is

certain, life is the only thing of value:

And I, too, felt ready to start life over again. It
was as if that great rush of anger had washed me
clean, emptied me of hope, and gazing up at the dark
sky spangled with its signs and stars, for the first
time, the first, I laid my heart open to the benign
indifference of the universe. To feel it so like
myself. indeed so brotherly, made me realize that
I'd been happy, and that I was happy stillo 29

This does not seem to give Meursault a great dealj,all he

has 1s Itthe pure flame of 11fe~' However, as Meursault says,

"'That certainty was something I could get my teeth into. ItJO

Actually, Meursault possesses the characteristics that Camus

would say constitute a man o Meursault has revolted against

death, and, in his revolt, he sees that he is free, as the

future is contingent. He says, "Ieve been far too much ~b-

sorbed in the present moment, or the immediate future, to

think back.,,)l Meursault also realizes that there is no

preference in an absurd world: o.nly It t;he pure flame of life"

counts. This is why he says, "I've often thought t-hat had I

been compelled to live in the trunk of a dead tree, with

nothing to do but gaze up at the patc~ of sky just overhead,
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I'd have got used to it by degrees."32

In a meaningless world, only the pure act of living

has any meaning. This is the message of The Stran~er.

However, Camus does not stop here. Meursault is innocent,

but he has erred; he acts as if human relationships do not

exist. Even if an authentic relationship is impossible in

an absurd world, the ~urdered Arab has as. much right as

I IIMeursault to ' the pure flame of life •.

Camus takes us beyond the picture of a solitary in-

dividual revolting against the absurd in The Plague. In The

Plague there is a "we" against the absurd. whereas. in~

Stranger there is only an "I" against the absurd.

The absurd cannot be defeated p all that can be done

is to fight against it. In a conversation with Tarrou, Rieux

expresses the futility of such an encounter, in stating that

he had to see people die: nAnd then I saw that I could never

get hardened to ito I was young then, and I was outraged by

the whole scheme of things, or so I thought. Subsequently,

I grew more modest. Only lOve never managed to get used to

seeing people die. That's all I know.~33 Rieux realizes

that his struggle against the absurd is "a never-ending de

feat~' 34 He can only hope to diminish the SUffering of the

world; it cannot be removed. Nor does Rieux have any false

pretensions regarding man. After the plague has left Oran,

he decides ,to write a journal: "so that some memorial of

the injustice and outrage done them might endure; and to
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state quite simply what we learn in a time of pestilence:

that there are more things to admire in men tthsn: to des

pisee,,3.5

Rieux does not counsel excape from "la condition

humaine". This is what Father Paneloux, a Kierkegaardian

Jesuit, does. ,In his first sermon, he says, "Calamity has

come on you my brethren, and my brethren. you deserved

ite,,36 He sees the plague as God's flail, inflicted upon

the people for their evil-doing; however, he also feels that

the plague is a cause for rejoicing, as it shows "the will

of God in action, unf~11ingly transforming evil into

gOOd .. ,,37 Rieux states that paneloux can speak with such

confidence because he has not come into contact with death.

He points out that, if the priest had known death, he would

try to alleviate sUffering rather than pointing out its

excellences.. Rieux 1s partially right.. After witnessing

the death of a child, Paneloux gives a second sermon.. This

time he speaks of "we" rather than "you". Also, it is evi~

dent that he is giving more ~hought to wha~ he is saying.

He states that there are some things ~hat can be understood

regarding God, and others that cannot. Needless suffering

1s one of the things that cannot be understood. Because of

this he feels that the Christian must believe everything or

deny everything, as far as belief is concerned. His ,thought

is a Pascalian wager in the extreme: lilt was wrong to say,

'This I understand"but that I cannot,accept'; we must go
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straight to the heart of that which is unacceptable, pre-

cisely becaus~ it is thus that we are constrained to make

our choice. The sUfferings of children were our bread of

affliction, but without this bread our souls would die of

spiritual hunger."38

Rieux cannot accept such a leap. When he and Pane-

loux were talking, after the death of JUdge Pthon's son,

Paneloux said, "That sort of thing 1s revolting because it

passes our human understanding. But perhaps we should love

what we cannot understand."39 Rieux cannot do this. he

replies, "No, Father, I've a very different idea of love.

And until my dying day I shall refuse to love a scheme of

things in which children are put to torture.u40 Paneloux

wrongly thinks that R1eux 1s working for man's salvation.

Ri eux corrects t-hls impressi on: "Salvati on's much too large

a word for me& I don't aim so high. I'm concerned with
. 41man's health; and for me his health comes first."

Rieux does not attempt to transcend his conditiono '

He realizes that any solution to the absurd must be found

within it: "Oh I know it's an absurd situation, but we're

all involved in it, and we've got to acce~t it as it is. "42

Moreover, the only possible solution to such a situation 1s

a fundamental humanism. He expresses this after. the depart

ure of the plague: "They knew now that if there is one

thing one e.an alw;ay~ yearn for. and sometimes attain, it is

human love. But for those others. who' aspired beyond and
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above the human individual to~ards something they could not

even imagine, there had been no answer.,,4J However, this

humanism is a matter of choice rather than logic. This is

why Rieux cannot criticize Rambert when he decides to escape

from Oran.
,

As he hoped to be reunited with his fiancee,

Ri eux could n~t j?u·LuQ ?f1Y_ ~rgu1l1e_nt_. _Re_ ~Yen_ cQudones _his

act: "For nothing in this world is it worth turning one's

back on what one 10veso"44 However, Rambert decides to stay,

but he cannot justify his decision logically: "Until now I

always felt a stranger in this town, and that I'd no concern

with you people. But now that riVe seen what I have seen, I

know that I belong here·whether I want it or noto This bus

iness 1s everybody's businesso 1845

Conclusions

In this chapter e I have attempted to show the way in

which Camus advances beyond the absurd. Moreover, I have

attempted to show that his final response to the absurd is a
,

.;
fundamental humanism, in that there is no justification for

man beyond man himself, even though Camus does not actually

call his position humanism. On first analysis, it would

seem that Camus could not justify humanism because of the

absurd. He states the problem involved. in The Rebel:

IlAwareness of the absurd, when we first claim to deduce a

rule of behaviour from it, makes murder seem a matter of

indifference, to say the least, and hence possible. If we
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believe in nothing, if nothing has any meaning and if we

can affirm no values whatsoever, then everything is possible

and nothing has any importance."46 However, this line of

reasoning is only permitted by the "feeling" of the absurd.

The "logic" of the absurd does not allow such a conclusion.

Camus states that awareness of the absurd condemns murder

for the same reason th0t it condemns suicide. Suicide would

end the encounter between man and the universe. Thus, "to
,

maintain the absurd the conscience must be alive. Life is

good, because it maintains awareness of the absurd. More-

over, as soon as life is recognized as being good, it must

be seen to be good for all men:

Murder cannot be made coherent when suicide 1s not
conslderedcoherent. A mind imbued with the idea
of the absurd will undoubtedly accept fatalistic
murder; but it would never accept calculated murder.
In terms of the encounter between human enquiry and
the silence of the universe o "murder and suicide are
one and the same tningp and must be accepted or re
rejected together.~7

Any activity that regards man as a means is actually

in collusion with the absurd. in that such actiVity would

add to the absurdity of our condition, rather than revolting

against it. Camus expresses his opposition to such a situ-

ation in Letters to A German Friend; "You saw the injustice

of our condition to the point of being Willing to add to it,

whereas it seemed to me that man must exalt justice in order

to fight against injustice, create happiness in order to

protest against the universe of unhapp"iness. "48 Only by a
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injustice.
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V

CRITICISM OF CAMUS' USE OF THE ABSURD

Camus states that the mind's inability to comprehend

reality is shown by the fact that it cannot even perform its

most essential function: distinguishing truth from false

hooda Moreover, he feels that the metaphorical structure

of science shows that it 1s impossible to encompass reality~

Thus, the mind reinforces the absurdity that is first ex

perientially felt by the heart.

Camus cites the paradox of the Cretan to support

his contention that the mind cannot distinguish between

truth and falsehood; however, Aristotle, even while granting

the existence of the paradox, still accepted the possibility

of logical demonstration. Moreover, as Ryle has shown in

his "Tarner Lectures", such paradoxes' are not insurmount.

68
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able, and even if we were to grant the cogency of the para-

dox, we would still have Ayer's solution to the problem:

"All that it proves is that the terms of truth and false

hood cannot be significantly applied to the totality of all

propositions, which is, in any case, an illegitimate ex

pression; and, in modern logic, the difficulty has been met
- - - -- - - - -

by the relegation of the terms 'true' and 'false' to the

domain of semantics, and by the division of propositions

into different logical types."l The mind has its limi~

tations, but this is not a sufficient reason for despair.

Even Kant pointed to the limits of reason, but he did not

despair of reason.

Camus' comments on science's inability to encompass

realit~ to show the way in which the mind reveals the ab

surd, are even less satisfactory. He speaks of science in

the manner of a popularizer, and his discussion utilizes the

assumptions of nineteenth century physics. This neglects

the discussion of probability curves of modern science.

Moreover, if Camus accepts the "invisible planetary system"

explanation of science, he has committed what Whitehead

calls the "Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness"; "This

fallacy is the occasion of great confusion in philosophy.

It is not necessary for the intellect to fall into the

trap, though in this example there has been a very general

tendency to do so."2 Scientists, today, are aware of the

tentative nature of their discipline;" it ~s not perfect;
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however, it may be perfectible, and in not examining the

philosophy of science, as understood by contemporary scien

tists, Camus greatly weakens his case.

After showing the inability of reason and science

to comprehend the world, Camus states that he is compelled

to remain a stranger to himself and to the world. He sees a

radical divorce between man and the rest of creation: "If I

were a tree among trees, a cat among animals 9 this life would

have a meaning, or rather this problem would not arise, for I

should belong to this world. I should be this world to which

I am now opposed by my whole consciousness and my whole in

sistence upon faml1iaritY9) Camus nas not really accounted

for this divorce. He says that reason sets man apart from

the world, but this is not really sufficient. He accepts as
U 1/given what Whitehead calls the bifurcation of nature; this

is an abstraction from the way things are, and, in accepting

the abstraction, Camus shows his Cartesian heritageo Basil

Willey's comment on Descartes, "What God had joined' to-

gether, Descartes put asunde~'D could just as easily be

applied to Camuse

Camus' comments on the inability of the ~ind to reduce

the world to rational categories suggest a disillusioned

Hegelianism: he looks about for Hegel's panlogism and he

sees chaos. 'rhus, Camus' desire can be said to be a form of

romanticlsm~ " I want everything to be explained to me or

nothing",,4 Camus wants clarity, and for the world to answer
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his demands it would be necessary for matters of fact to be

equivalent to logical necessity. This is a vain desire, be

cause it is of the essence of a fact that it could always be

otherwise; facts are contingent. Therefore, nothing in the

world could satisfy his desire for clarity: he is beaten

before he begins.

Camus' desire for clarity is similar to Roquentin's

in Sartre's metaphysical diary, Nausea. Roquentin comes to

a gradual realiza~ion that existence is de trop or absurd

because there is no ultimate justification for the exist-

ence of any object. This 1s the way in which Sartre uses

t he term, absurd: itT do not recogni ze the absurd in the

sense of scandal and disillusionment that Camus attributes

to it. What I call the absurd is something very different:

it is the universal contingency of being which is, but which

is not the basis of its being: the absurd is the given» un

justifiable, p.rimordial quall ty of existence .. ",.5 An lndlvid

ual's existence is absurd because it is contingent~ This

realm of existence is contrasted to the realm of mathemat-

ical objects that is seen to be necessary; reality is a

deflection from this realm of perfection: "The world of

explanations and reasons 1s not the world of existence. A

circle is not absurd s it is clearly explained by the rota-

tion of a straight segment around one of its extremities.

But neither does a circle exist. This root, on the other

hand, existed in such a way that I could not explain it."6

/



Roquentin feels that his nausea would be overcome if

he could attain necessary being. His sole pleasure comes

from listening to a recording of a mediocre song, and he

feels that he would be satisfied if his life were similar to

this representative of necessary existence: "Yes, it's what

I wanted - what I still want. I am so happy when a negress

sings: what summits would I not reach if my own life made the

subject of the melody."? Roquentin finally attempts to justi

fy his existence by writing a book; his solution is aesthetic

and it is only a partial solution: "and they would think about

my life as I think about the negress's: as something precious

and almost legendaryc A book, Naturally, at first it would

only be a troublesome tiring work, it wouldn't stop me from

existing or feeling that I exist. But a time would come when

the book would be written, when it would be behind me, and

I think that a little of its clarity might fall over my

past .,,8 Thisis also Camus' final soluti on. In The Myth of

Sisyphus, the artist mirrors the absurd, but in The Rebel,

where Camus gives his final formula.tion of aesthetics, his

desire for clarityo like Roquentin's, is partially achieved

in art: "The aim of great literature seems to be to create

a closed universe as a perfect type. The West, in its great

creative works, does not limit itself to retracing the steps

.... ~-'- d-il Ii" .. aOr J.\iS a y Ie.·''''

Reason is unable to provide clarity, but this does

not mean that Camus completely rejects reason; he appeals
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to its use in areas where it is efficacious. Thus, in

Resistance, Rebellion, And Death, he says, "We have a right

to think that truth with a capital letter is relative. But

facts are facts. And whoever says that the sky is blue when

it is grey is prostituting words and preparing the way for

tyranny."lO Camus is not an irrational thinker, but an

anti-ratipnal thinker, of a certain type. It is true that

Camus says, "To an absurd mind reason is useless and there
11

is nothing beyo~g reasod', but what he means is that

reason cannot satisfy his desire for clarity and, in oppos-

ition to other anti-rational thinkers. Camus feels there is

no other way of ob~aining clarity; however, he cannot vali-

date this position.

Anti-rationalism has exerted a pervasive influence

in French thought, along with Cartesianism; for example,

Bergson felt that reason did not make contact with realityo

Meyerson felt that a great area remains beyond the mind's

scope when it attempts to make experience conform to its

categories. Brunschvicg felt that the mind was only able

to classify and describe, and not comprehend. Anti-ration

alism is respectable as a philosophical tradition, and as a

literary tradition it finds expression in the Symbolists

and Impressionists. Camu~ differs from these thinkers in

that he feels reality cannot be known. On the other hand,

the anti-rationali&ts state that reality can be known, but

not by reason; for example, intuition.is the means of grasp-
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but reality can be knqwn, for there is another way. This

other way, although it is a different thing for different

writers, is present in the majority of literature of the

twentieth century. For example, one of the characters in

Malraux's Mants Fate says; "'All suffer,' he thought, 'and

each one sUffers because he thinks. At bottom, the mind

conceives men only in the eternal, and the consciousness of

life can be nothing but anguisha One must not think life

with the mind, but with opium. How many of the sufferings

scattered about in this light would disappear, if thought

were to disappear."12

Such a possibility is not available for Camus. He

states that reality is unknowable. Any attempt to compre-
~ ~hend it is a form of philosophical suicide. However,. the

argument that he advances to support this position is un

tenable because, when he states that the jrn.penetrable nature

of the world renders it absurd, Camus makes an illogical move

from the statement that the world is unknown to the statement

that it is unknowable" His first statement is: "I don't

know whether this world has a meaning that transcends it.

But I know that I do not know that meaning and it is im

possible for me just now to know it. ttl) This is a valid

position; however, without justifying his transition, three

sentences later, Camus states that the world is unknowable:

"And these two certainties - my appeti.te for the absolute and
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for unity and the impossibility of reducing this world to a

rational and reasonable principle - I also know that I cannot

reconcile them. 1I14 However, just because there does not seem

to be a higher meaning, we cannot conclude there is no higher

meaning. We are not justified in concluding that a higher

meaning is not knowable, because a higher meaning is not

known. When Camus states that we are justified in making

this conclusion, he is going beyond the limits of what can be

justified intellectually.

Camus is more successful when he expresses the ab

surd as a feeling. As Philip Thody says, ~Camus is acutely

and emotionally aware of the absurd but is unable to communi

cate this awareness in rational and persuasive terms. lIlS In

this connection, it is instructive that intellectual ex

pression of the absurd comes after its affective expression.

He gives emotional expression of the absurd in the plays

Caligula and The Misunderstanding, and the novel ~he Stranger.

before e:xaminj,ng: the'.term: philosophically- in The Myth of

Sisyphuso In The Myth of Sisyphus itself he shows the ab

surd as a feeling before stating it as an idea.

In The Myth of Jisyphus, Camus does not claim to be

giving an exhaustive definition of the absurd, as he feels

that real knowledge is impossible. ThUS, he can only enum

erate events and the sentiments that go along with them; he

can only give an enumeration of the feelings that may admit

of the absurd. Nor does he feel that the absurd has been ex-
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ti~e Camus has finished his enumeration, the term, at best,

1s ambiguouse He states that the absurd is exposed by such

diverse things as the mechanical nature of existence; the

passage of time; the awareness of the alien nature of the

"other"; whether it be the world, other people, or one's
- -

selfe Last of all, the absurd is shown by deathe Moreover,

this list is further extended when we examine the ways in

which the term is used in his literary workse The most gen-

eral thing that can be said is~ "By absurd Camus means prim

arily the whole scandalous paradox of the human condition."16

These enumerations are merely aspects of the absurd and each

enumeration possesses what Camus calls the trinity of the

absurd - "I know what man wants, I know what the world offers

him.,,17 In each case the offering is below man's aspirationse

It is evident that a situation can be rendered absurd only

with the introduction of human categories. Moreover p Camus

is correct in stating that, experientially, most people en-

counter absurdity at one time or another; however, this is

very different from saying that all people are aware of the

absurdity of existence.
;/

In other words, it is not the case

that the absurd can be shown to be universal. Camus would

probably say that people "attempt to escape the absurd by

masking it, and his three novels illustrate various ways in

which people do this; however, even though people are aware

of the absurd and try to escape it, it does not f~llow that
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It is the basic category of the human condition.

As I have previously pointed out, Camus is attempt-

ing to show what follows from his awareness of the absurd,

and he states that up until now, individuals that were aware

of the absurd escaped'from it. He sees two possible escapes

from the absurd in his question, "Does the Absurd dictate

death?" The first escape is ''philosophical sUicide~ This

move negates the reason that makes one aware of the absurd.

Having examined a number of thinkers that deal with the ab-

surd, Camus states that they all nullify the awareness of

the absurd by a leap. This leap can take the form of the

eXistentialists' "humiliated thought" or Husserl~s "triumphal

reason". It is true that Camus' interpretation of these

thinkers is questionable; for example, Sartre says, "M ..

Camus shows off a bit by quoting passages from Jaspers,

Heidegger and Klerkegaard, whom, by the way, he does not al

ways seem to have quite understood. n18 Camus is probably

gerrymandering in his references to the existentialists, but

he is trying to show that his themes have had previous ex-

pression, even though the thinkers who have expressed these

themes have not remained within the limits of the absurd.

Moreover. Camus does not question the validity of their

position. Thus, with particular reference to Chestov, he

says, "Let me repeat that this attitude is legitimate."19

However, Camus does not feel that Chestov remains "faith-

ful to the-commandments of the absurd", which for Camus is
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the maintenance of the absurd.

Camus criticizes the existentialists because of

their leap. "In fact, our aim is to shed light upon the

step taken by the mind when, starting from a philosophy of

the world's lack of meaning, it ends up by finding a meaning

and depth in it."20 Camus wants to maintain the absurd; he

will not negate either of its terms. This is why he rejects

suicide. Suicide suppresses the individual experiencing the

absurd; this move negates, but does not refute the absurd.

The problem with Camus' position is that, just as

surely as the eXistentialists o he leaps. By twisting bis

argument around, the absurd is changed into a way of ·life.

As Cruickshank says, "Camus takes as his key to existence

the very fact of not having a keyo"21 Camus says:

It was preViously a question of finding out whether
or not life had to have a meaning to be lived. It
now becomes clear, on the contrary, that it will be
lived all the better if it has no meaning. Living
an experience, a particular fate, is accepting it
fully. Now, no one will live this fate, knowing it
to be absurd, unless he does everything to keep
before him that absurd brought to light by con
sciousness. 22

Camus uses the absurd as the source of value, and in doing

so, he begs the question. This ispoirited out succinctlj

by Waldo Frank: "One can say of the equation: one plus one

equals minus one,~that it is absurd, only because a value

has been implicitly given to one. One can call life ab-

surd only by a positive axiom or measure making it absurd.

Camus, denying the measure of value, and yet employing it
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to prove his case, begs the question."23

A problem that is related to the fact that Camus uses

the absurd as his rule of life, is the fact tha~ in establish

ing the absurd as a rule of life, Camus chanBes the meaning of

the term. Originally, the absurd signified the paradoxical

nature of man's existence. Now, it becomes a situation we

must maintain: "That revolt gives life its value. n24 Camus

feels that revolt is given as a coherent philosophical posi-

tion as a result of his investigations, but the absurd. must

be maintained in the latter sense, rath.er than the former to

give validity to the revolt. Moreover, this attitude of re~

volt is a moral decision and does not logically follow from

an awareness of th~absurd, as Camus contends. Camus says,

"What I believe t6 be true I must therefore preserve. n25

This is the language of ethics, not logic. Camus chooses

to revolt because he wants to go beyond nihl11sm. In the

same way he chooses consciousness, and its continuation,

rather than suicide:

If I jUdge that a thing is true, I must preserve
it. If I attempt to solve a problem, at least I
must not by that very solution conjure away one
of the terms of the problem. For me the sole
datum is the absurd. The first and, after all,
the only condition of my inquiry is to preserve
the only thing that crushes me, consequently to
respect what I consider essential in it. 26

However, as with his concept of revolt, the maintennn~ of

consciousness cannot be logically validated. In Caligula,

Camus has shown that Caligula's position 1s logical. It is
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only by acting against logic that Cherea can achieve any

happiness.

Camus wants to go beyond metaphysical nihilism and

he tries to use logic to do so, and he fails. The tenuous

nature of this method can be seen by briefly looking at the

way in which he tries to overcome social nihilism 1n The

Rebel. Here, he reiterates the fact that the conclusion of

absurdist reasoning is acceptance of the encounter between

human enquiry and the silence of the world, and he uses his

reasons for rejecting suicide to reject murder~ "From the

moment that life is recognized as good, it becomes good for

all men. Murder cannot.be made coherent when suicide is not

considered coherent~,,27 Thus, as Camus' arguments against

suicide are weak, his argument for humanism~ which is based

on the argument against suicide, also suffers. The. li feel-

. ing" of the .absurd, which is 'Ivan's "everything 1s permitte~D,

1s just as cogent as the "1ogidO of the absurd, which opposes

suicide and murder.

Besides revolt, Camus draws two other conclusions

from the absurd~ freedom and passion. However, these two

certainties are SUbject to the same sort of problems as his

certainty of revolto

Camus is probably right in maintaining that the value

of life is infinite if it ends in death, and he would cate

gorically say that it does. Thus, an individual should con

sc~ously.live every moment of this life. This 1s the con-
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text of the preface from Pindd~ to The Myth of Sisyphus: "0

my soul, do not aspire to immortal life, but exhaust the

limits of the possible." 28 Camus accepts the natural world

as the source ·of his happiness~ Therefore, like Meursault,

he must accept death as the culmination of his individuality.

This is somewhat paradoxical, as he has already said that

death is one of the aspects of the absurd. Thus, he would

seem to b~ acquiescing in the absurd, rather than revolting

against it.

There is also a problem with Camus' concept of free

dom, as revealed by the absurd. In contrast to Pascal, who

saysp "The future alone ~s our goal. Thus we never live p we

hope to live." 29 , Camus states that the absurd man has no

future. This is because the inevitability of death nullifies

his projects~ The~efore, he lives in a succession of pre

sents: "The present and the succession of presents before a

constantly conscious soul is the ideal of the absurd manettJO

Therefore all value is given to the present - .carpe diem.

However, this can have no meaning, because, for the present

to be meaningful,_ there must be a future~ Therefore,· Camus'

freedom is empty.

In addition to the fact that Camus uses the absurd in

an equivocal sense in The Myth of Sisyphus, he also exagger

ates the facts of the situation when he says that existence

is meaningless; to illustrate the meaningless nature of ex

istence he says, "A man 1s talking on the telephone behind a
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glass partition; • • .you wonder why he is alive. nJl As

Bartre points out, this situation cannot be used to show the

absurdity of existence: liThe gesturing of a man who is tele

phoning and whom we cannot hear is really only relatively

absurd, because it is part of an incomplete circuit. Listen

in on an extension f however, and the circuit is completed;

human activity recovers its meaning. nJ2 Perhaps, Camus would

say that the situation would be absurd even if the glass par

tition were removed; however, this position could not be

justified; it is only when there is a glass partition that

such a situation is absurd. What Camus is doing can per

haps be clarified by comparing his glass partition to that

used by Faulkner in The Sourtd and the Fury: "Through the

fence, between the curling flower spaces, I could see them

hitting. They were coming toward where the flag was and I

went along the fence. • ~ : They took the flag out, and they

were hittingo Then they put the flag back and they went to

the table, and he hit and the other hit."JJ Benjy, an idiot,

sees only the "meaningless pantomine" without knowing the

rules of solf. He can register "how?" but notllwhy?"0 There

1s a glass partition that, lnbehaviouristic fashio~ cuts

off any possibility of "why?". We cannot help but think

that, if the circuit were completed, Benjy would understand

the "why?'· of golf and it would not be rendered absurd.

\H thin a game, or any closed system, a particular

move, if strategically planned. is not absurd. It is only
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when you go beyond the system that the game is meaningless.

Camus states, "I continue to believe that this world has no

ultimate meaning. 1I34 This is true, but ihere is meaning

within the world, and Camus is neglecting matters when he

confines himself to "how?" questions and neglects "why?"

questions, even though there may not be an ultimate ttwhy?tt.

Moreover an ultimate IIwhy,?1I 1s contradictory: We have aims

and goals, and, in trying to achieve them, we give a meaning

to our actions, but we cannot say that there 1s an ultimate

goal, as purpose has to be referred to something elseo As

Ayer says: IIFor the justification of an end consists 1n re-

lating it to some furth~r end; and from this it follows that

to speak of justifying an ultimate end is to fall into a

contradiction of termso u35

Camus concludes hi s II Absurd Line of Reasoningll in The

Myth of Sisyphus by stating: "The preceding merely defines a

way of thinking. But the point is to liv~.,,48 I now hope to

show that Camus' existential examples of the ideas that he

has developed in The Myth of Sisyphus, are inadequate o The

section enti tIed '8rrhe Absurd Man" gives examples illustrating

his "absurd reasoning" incorporated in particular lives o

Camus states that these illustrations are not necessarily ex-

amples to be followed, but merely represent a style of life.

The four examples Camus gives are as follows: Don Juan, the

actor, the conqueror, and the creator. However, there are

problems involved in advancing these examples as styles of lif~
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Camus' description of Don Juan is closer to the

Romantics' conception, than to that of Kierkegaard or Strauss.

Camus states that Don Juan is an ordinary seducer, and that

it is only the fact that he is conscious that renders him ab

surd. He attempts to achieve an ethic of quantity by repeat

ing his achievement of total love by going from woman to

woman. C9mus states, "Don Juan does not think of 'collecting'

women. He exhausts their number, and with them his chances of

life."3? In doing so, he fails to take other people· into

account; he is solipsistic, and he leaves a wake of individu

als behind him who have an equal right to an ethic of quan

tity. This is similar ~o one of the problems of The Stranger:

the climax of the novel is Meursault's act of murder, and the

rest of the novel deals with the consequences of this act.

Nothing more is said of the Arab, but he should have equal

rights in a gratUitous world. If this is not so, Camus would

have to support a Nietzschean ~will to power' rather than

humanism. Camus realizes this in his discussion of the con

queror: "There is but one luxury for them - that of human

relations. How can one fail to realize that in this vulner

able universe everything that is human and solely human

assumes a more vivid meaning?"38

Actually, the conqueror is Camus' most acceptable

"absurd manu, and from the above quotation it should be ob

vious that the conqueror is not a Superman treading on the

oppressed. Camus uses Prometheus as an example of the type
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I I .
of person he means: "In revo:Lting against the gods. he ex-

~ f • I

pressed a revolt against his Ifak."39 Th~ conqueror is the
I

man of action, but this does not mean that thought is for-
,

eign to him. The conqueror is the thinker engaged in action,
i

and Camus states that auch a course is:necessitated by hist-

orical events: "But the era, its ruins, and its blood over

whelm us with facts. 1I40 In addition to being the most

acceptable example of the absurd type. the exposition of the

conqueror also contains Camus' Apology. Camus states that

to-day everyone is mobilized: "At every form that mis-

carries in the trenches, at every outline, metaphor, or

prayer crushed under steel, the eternal loses another round.

Conscious that I cannot stand aloof from my time, I have de

cided to be an integral part of it~"41

Camus' description of the actor as an absurd type is

even less acceptable than his description of Don Juan, but

for a different reason. Concerning the actor, Camus says,

"The same and yet so vari ous 0 so many souls summed up in a

single body. Yet it is the absurd contradiction itself,

that individual who wants to achieve everything, that use

less attempt. that ineffectual persistenQe.,,42 What Camus

describes here would r~sult in the complete absence of any

self-identity. This can be shown by a reference to a story

by Villlers de IOIsle-Adam, The Desire to Be A Man. After·

a life of acting, the main character in the story reflects,

"Here it is nearly half·a century that I have been imper-
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'sonating" that I have been play-actin$ the passions of others,

without ever feeling them myself - for, deep down I myself

have never felt anything. It's a joke to think I'm anything

like those otherst Am I then only a shadow?H4J He tries to

capture sdmething that will belong to him. He says, "I must

find some passions for myself, some real feeling. 0 • since

that is the condition sine £Jla non, without which one cannot

possibly pretend to the title of Man."44 He sets fire to a

large tenement building and causes hundreds of deaths, think

ing that he will be able to feel remorse. However, "He felt

nothing - but absolutely nothinge lt45 The actor as expressed

by de l'Isle-Adam and C~mus is much like the cafe proprietor

in Sartre's Nausea, whose head empties when the cafe empties.

This is self-alienation at its worst. Therefore, the actor

is not worthy of being advanced as an example of an absurd

type.

Camus states~ "All those lives maintained in the

rarefied air of the absurd could not persevere without some

profound and constant thought to infuse its strength into

themQ"46 This 1s the role of the artist; he reminds those

about him that na l1 is vanity". Nor is the artist exempt

from this vanity:1t Creating or not creating changes

nothing. n47 Camus states that creation is the great mime:'

"Incapable of refining the real, thought pauses to mimic

it."48 However i this is not really true. A work of art

cannot be completely descriptive, because it would have to be
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infinite in its description. All art is necessarily select-

ive and when Camus asks whether an absurd work of art is

possible, the answer must be negative. Camus realizes this

and repudiates the aesthetics of absurd creation in The Rebelo

There, he says, It\'.lhat, in fact, is a novel but a universe in

which action is endowed with form, where final words are

pronounced, where people possess one another completely, and

where life assumes the aspect of destiny?"49 In The Myth of

Sisyphu~, art is realism. In The Rebel, Camus sees art as a

balance between realism and formalism: "A story is never

really moving and successful without the imperturbab+e'con-

tinuity which is never part of real life. but which is to be

found on the borderline between reality and reverie."SO

Camus states that by the use of style the artist recreates

reality and gives a unity and boundary to this recreated

universe e but it is evident that this theory of aesthetics

takes us beyond that of The Myth of Sisyphus which presents

art as a "great mime".

Camus uses +he myth of Sisyphus as a symbolic ex-

pression of mantscondition and a summary of the absurd men

that he has been expressing in The Myth of Sisyphus. He

gives various accounts of the reasons for Sisyphus' punish-

ment. but states that it is the nature of the punishment that

interes~hlm. Sisyphus is condemned to push a huge boulder

to the top of a mountain and then watch it roll to the

bottom" This s1 tuation is Ii terally:.. - repeated ad infini tum.
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However, Camus does not feel that Sisyphus despairs. He feels

that Sisyphus overcomes his fate by consciously scorning it.

In this way, Sisyphus reinstates the dignity of man. As

Killinger says, "In his scorn of the gods, his hatred of

death, and his passion for life, all of which earned him the

penalty of exerting his whole being toward accomplishing

nothing, he was the absurd hero par excellence. tl51 However,

there are a number of problems in regarding SisyphUS as the

epitome of the absurd man.

I do not mean to imply that the myth of Sisyphus,

or any other myth, has an intrinsic meaning~ Myths are

public property and, th~refore, amenable to any number of

interpretationso However, in using Sisyphus- as the myth-

ical expression of the absurd man, Camus-contravenes a number

of statements that he has made regarding the nature of the

absurd. In the first,place, the myth loses its effectiveness

because Sisyphus' punishment is eternal. In other parts of

The Myth of Sisyphus, it is manos mortality that renders life

absurd. This is not to say that immortality could not be

used to illustrate absurdity. Thus, in Eliot's Waste Land,
----

-- -------cene-sybil-of Cumae has been granted everlasting life and she

says, "I want to die~~ It would have been more in keeping

With the rest of The Myth of Sisyphus if Camus had focused

on Sisyphus as a mortal and his transitory enjoyment of sun

and sea, as a reprieve from Hades. Moreover, although it is

a minor problem, Sisyphus strives towards an upward path,
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and, even if it is obliquely, a meaning is given to a task

that must remain gratuitous. A much better example of the

absurd man ~lho performs a gratuitous task viOuld. be the "man·

who counts peas" in ~he Plague. l'he most seri ous problem

with the myth is Camus' conclusion: "One must imagine Sisy

phus happy."5 2 Dostoyevsky's conclusion, to a similar situ-

ation, is more likely:

It once occurred to me that if it were desired to
crush a man completely, to punish him so severely
so that even the most hardened murderer would quail,
it would only be needed to make his work absolute
ly pointless and absurd•••• compel him to pour
water from barrel to barrel or to grind sand or to
shift a heap of earth to and fro and he is sure to
hang himself or commit a host of crimes in a few
days. Anything·rather than live. anything to es
cape from this agony and humiliation. 53

Sisyphus is effective as a mythological expression of

the absurd man in that, as "proletarian of the gods", he

symbolizes the modern factory worker whose fate, like Sisy-

phus', is tragic, if he is conscious. And, if he is con-

scious, we can say that he is free, in a paradoxical sense,

but not that he is happy. In trying to ascribe happiness to

Sisyphus' condition, Camus is reiterating his statement: "It

had to have a meaning to be lived. It now becomes clear, on

the contrary, that it will be lived all the better if it has

no meaning. 10 54 It is only by an odd twist of reasoning that

one can accept such a position.

Up to this point I have concerned myself with crltl-
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cizing the metaphysical nature of the absurd, as developed

in The Myth of Sisyphus. Camus uses the absurd. in its

metaphysical sense, in hi~ literary works as well, and I now

propose to criticize the concept as therein developed.

One o~ the most severe criticisms of the absurd is

that Camus uses it to give an artificial account of experi

ence. while purporting to describe reality. 'l'his is especial

ly true in The Stranger. One could perhaps justify the arti

ficial nature of ~xperience, as established in The Stranger,

as a stylisti6 devi~e. except that this would contravene the

theory of aesthetics that Camus establishes in The Myth of

~isyphus. There, Camus 'says', ftAIl existence for a man turned

away from the eternal is but a vast mime under the mask of

the absurd. Creation is the great mime."55 At a later point

he reiterates this, when referring to the great "philosophical

novelists", by saying, "Incapable of refining the real,

thought pauses to mimic it.".56 'l'herefore, Camus is commi tted

to saying that the style of The Stranger represents reality;

this is a gross over-simplification. Camus puts a glass par

tition between himself and that which he is describing; he

then renders the resulting filtering process as absurd.

Camus tries to establish the inability of language,

and even thought,to reconstruct the amorphous flow of Meur

sault's experience. by removing the normal pattern that we

impose on events; for example, an average person would wait

for an acceptable period of time after the death of a ~arent
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before taking a mistress; however, Meursault neglects this

nicety. This, in addition to the fact that he did not cry

at his mother's funeral, condemns him. Camus is justified

in presenting society's account of this situation as absurd;

however, he errs when he states that Meursault's account of

experience is an examination of the way experience presents

itself to us. Camus stylizes Meursault's experience. He

does not allow any effective past to survive in l'1eursault's

consciousness. Camus achieves this by using sentences re

miniscent of Hemingway. As Charles Rolo says, "Each sen

tence forms a self-enclosed whole, with the result that life

is registered as a succ~ssion of perceptions with no meaning

beyondthemselves."57 When it is necessary to join sentences o

C~mus uses simple conjunctions 0 rather than subordinating

secondary clauses to the principal clause. By doing so he

overcomes the possibility of giving any idea of causality.

As Lewis notes, in The PicareSque Saint, the only place where

causal relations are asserted is during the presecutor's

speech at Meursault's trial, and Lewis states that this is

why Meursault thought that the prosecutor was referring to

someone else. 58 This use of causality shows that Camus

acknowledges the existence of "causal relations, but he ne

glects them in describing Meursault's experience. Camus would

probably say that such causal relations are not ihherent in

the fabric of existence: the prosecutor simply utilizes the

langu~e of causality to mask the absurd. As an artist Camus
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of the nature of reality, because such a rendering of ex

perience, even though it may not be correct for all people,

is valid as an element of style. However, if such were the

case, Camus would no longer be writing an absurd novel.

Therefore, Cailius is committed to saying that the style of~

Stranger presents experience as it is, once we become con

scious of the absurd.

Camus is correct in showing that most meaning is read

into experience. As Kierkegaard put it, IILife must be lived

forwards, but it can only be understood backwards. A
' Moreover,

society's attempt to apply an absolute to an individual ex

istent is absurd; however, I think that Camus errs when he

presents Meursault's experience and, implicitly, all experi

ence as ~.lIso1ipsism of the present moment".

This is an abstraction from the way in which reality

is experienced. Experience is not initially a series of dis-

creet units that are subsequently joined together in-an arti=

ficial union. Experience is initially like a cinematograph:

the abstraction occurs when we separate experience into dis

creet units. Thus, to state that all there is in experience

is discreet units. is an over-simplification. ~his can be

shown by reference to Whitehead's discussion of the two modes

of perception: ~perception in the mode of presentational

lmmedlacy~and~erceptionin the mode of causal efficacy~

uPerception. in the mode of presentational immediacy"gives us
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an im~ediate presentation of the contemporary world, and this

type of perception corresponds to Humes's "impressionsll.

However, this is only part of the story. It overlooks a much

more important aspect of perception. As Whitehead says. "The

notion of causation arose because mankind lives amid experi

ences in the mode of causal efficacy.n59 YPerception in the

mode of causal efficacy~ or meaning perception, is primor-

dial. It is the type of perception that Hume and. of course.

Camus neglect. Whitehead 3tates that we have direct ex-

periance of causal efficacy; for example. when exposed to a

bright light, an individual says. "'rhe flash made me blink."

Hume explains this on the ground of habit. However, White

head states, "Hume by a. sleight of hand confuses a 'habit

of feeling blinks aftar flashes' with a 'feeling of the

habit of feeling blinks after flashes',,"60 Thus il we have

a direct apprehension of causal efficacy. The example of

anger is even more evident.. He feel anger surging from the

past into the present. Thus. if we say that the elements of

experience are discreet and ask how we can possibly combine
u

them, we are "putting the cart before the horse .. ' It is

conformation, rather than discreetness, that is primitive:

"The perceptive mode of im~ediate presentation affords in

formation about the percepta in the more aboriginal mode of

ca~sal efficaCy.,,61

Camus' falsification of experience can also be seen

in the way"in which he deals with time in The Stranger. For
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whereas in reality our awareness of time includes both past

and present. Experience is vectorial in that it anticipates

the future. As a sylistic device, the hypostatization of

time is valid, but it is not acceptable as a description of

real time.

To sum up, when Camus says that he is simply des-

cribing Meursault's experience, he is actually stylizing

it. In doing. so, Camus repudiates the position of des-

cription that he advances in The Myth of Sisyphu~. In The

Rebel, Camus will say: HArt 1s an impossible demand given

expression and form.,,62. However, he is not justified in

saying, as he does in The Stranser, that experience is com-

pletely lacking in form and pattern=in a word, absurd.

Nor is Camus justified in signifying man's meta-

physical condition as absurd, in the sense of being complete-

ly meaningless. Complete meaninglessness is impossible.

Camus himself stated this at a later date: There can be no

total nihilism. To say that everything is meaningless is to

express something which has meaning.,,63 Even if we say that

everything is meaningless, we want to grant meaning to at

least one thing: our statement that everything is meaning-

less. If everything were meaningless, action would be com-

pletely futile. Camus is correct in saying that such a state

of affairs would not necessarily dictate death. 'A person

completely. convinced of the meaningless nature of life would
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have to admit that, by committing suicide, he would be giving

a meaning to life~by protesting against the lack of meaning

in the world; however, by living, an individual also shows

the contradictory nature of the absurd: lilt's contradictory

in its content because, in wanting to uphold life, it ex

cludes all value judgments, when to live is, itself, a value

judgment." 64

The short-comings of the absurd, as an expression of

man's being-in-the-world, can also be shown by an examination

of its use in The Plague. The plague means suffering and

death for the people of Oran and, in that it is incomprehen-

sible and mysterious, we can say that the plague represents

a metaphysical punishment for an unknown crime: the fact that

the people are innocent, from a metaphysical point of view,

makes the punishment meaningless and unjust. Camus is act-

ually presenting a court-room analogy of existence. He is

saying that, for an individual to be condemned, there has to

be someone to condemn him. Moreover, as the people of Oran

have been unjustly condemned, the individual who has condemn-

ed them is unjust. Camus is engaging in theology, but, for

him, there is no God. Therefore, in denying God (the judge~

but still maintaining that the universe is hostile to man

(the Oranese suffer and die), Camus is committing the path

etic fallacy. This position can be clarified by contrasting

Camus' implicit court-room analogy of The Plague with Kafka's

court-room, procedure in The Trial. 6.5
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In Jhe Trial, Joseph K. is arrested without being

charged for any specific crime. He spends a year trying to

find out the nature of his offence and attempting to see the

judge responsible for his case. He does not learn anything

concerning his case and, on the anniversary of his arrest,

ij
he" is executed and dies~like a dog. This is a valid pro-

cedure for Kafka, because he is sure that there is a trans

cendent, even though we cannot attain it. On the other hand,

Camus' position is invalid in that he denies God, but Btill

maintains that the universe is hostile to man. The plague

can be seen as an example of divine grace, bU~ as there is

no dispenser of i~Camus' analogy is invalid. Moreover, this

position does not consider the problem that, even if there

were a transcendent, we perhaps could still not apply the

court-room analogy. This is evident in Kierkegaard's inter

pretation of GOd's commandment that Abraham sacrifice Isaac,

and in Kafka's Castle, "if we give it a Klerkegaardian inter

pretation.

Besides the problem involved in the implicit refer

ence to the court-room analogy in the plague symbol as an

expression of manos being-in-the-world, the symbol is inad

equate in that plague is sporadic. Man's contingency, how

ever, is an inevitable part of his nature, and the symbol

1s incapable of expressing this. Moreover, death is not even

inevitable during the plague: it 1s only unpredictable.
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Conclusions

In this chapter, I have attempted to show that Camus'

criticism of reason cannot be used to support his position

that the world is absurd; that is, that it cannot be reduced

to rational categoriesu Nor does his examination of the

mind's shortcomings justify his conclusion that he is con

demned to be a stranger to himself and the world. He has

given up the possibility of clarity because of an invalid

assumption: he has concluded that because something is un

known, it is unknowableu Moreover, his desire for clarity is

impossible, because matters of fact would· have to have the

status of logical neces~ity to satisfy him. In The Rebel,

Camus will obtain a surrogate for clarity in art, but in doing

so he will reject the theory of art as a mirror of reality

that he puts forward in The Myth of Sisyphus.

I have also attempted to show that the absurd is ten

able as a feeling, but Camus has not been successful in show~

ing it to be the fundamental category of existence. One of

the most severe criticisms of the absurd is the fact that

Camus attacks the existentialists for making a leap, yet Camus

himself does precisely the same thing: he secures meaning from

the fact that there is no meaning and, from his initial use of

the absurd, transforms it into a rule of life. However, he

errs when he states that the conclusions that he arrives at,

as a result of his examination of the absurd, are logically

evident. They are moral preferences o It is true that Camus'
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conclusions are consistent with the way in which he develops

the absurd: "Living is l<:eeplng the absurd alive." Moreover,

he maintains his initial statement, regarding the absurd,

when he develops his concept of revolt. However, I think

that Camus' initial statement of the nature of the absurd is

highly questionable. This is because he has overlooked the

fact that there is meaning in existence.

I then attempted to show that, when Camus applied

the concept of the absurd to concrete situations, both in

"The Absurd Man", and his literary works, he presented us

with a situation that ,was 'philosophically untenableQ
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FINAL COMMENTS ON THE ABSUilD

I have attempted to show that, as a metaphysical

concept~ the absurd cannot be validated. However, the ab

surd is effective as an expression of man's social con-

ditiono There is the same discrepancy between what is and

what should be in man's social condi tion as there is i.n his

metaphysical condition, but there is a difference between

social absurdity and metaphysical absurdity. It is possible

to reduce social absurdity, whereas it 1s impossible to

change our metaphysical status. This does not mean that

achievement in the social sphe~e 1s inevitable or easy~

Camus points to the realities of the situation rather than

to a facile solution. Thus, in his Nobel Prize Acceptance

Speech~ he states realities rather than eulogizing: "PrOb

ably every generation sees itself as charged with remaking

the world. Mine, however, knows that it will not remake the

world.. But its task 1s perhaps even greater, for it con-

si sts in keeping the world from destroying itself .. Ill Camus

illustrates the tenuous nature of any possible achievement

1n The Plague ..

The Oranese do not learn anything from the plague.

contrary to Reinhardt's evaluation of the situation: "But

in the sea of general disintegration the eternally human,

99
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the authentically 'existential' reappears and remains in great

purity and lucidity. The 'self-estrangement' of man is con-

quered by the forces of neighborly love and unselfish friend-

shipo Man rediscovers his true self in distress and SUffer

ing and in service to his fellow man",,3 If anything, the

"eternally human" is shown in an eternally bad light. The

Ii people ll of Oran turn t.o religion, then to superstition, and

finally to anything t~at will perhaps ward off the plague~

They simply do not stand up under the duress of the situ-

ation.. Camus wants us to sympathize with the people of

Oran, but he develops them in such a way that it is very

difficult to do so. The only real examples of strength under

duress come from those who cannot p properly speaking, be

called thellOranese"o Rieux and Tarrou form a "real" friend-

ship during the course of the plague; however, Tarrou was

aware of the nature of plague before coming to Oran p and is

really an outsider. Also, even here p death has the last

word .. Paneloux sees the plague as a test of the faith that

he already possessedo Rambert, like Tarrou 9 is an outsider

and remains to fight the plague, but he cannot justify. his

decision.

Even the Oranese who figure fairly prominently in

the novel do not learn anything from the plague" The old

asthmatic who had said, "But what does that mean - 'plague'?

Just life, no more than that.•"3, simply returns to his

diversion of counting peas after the departure of the plague.
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And Grand. the character that Camus has called the hero of

the story, returns to writing variations of the first sent-

ence of his novel.

After the plague· departs. the asthmatic says that

the Oranese were II just the same as everg ll4 Rieux accepts

this: he has no illusions about mankind, but he feels a

sense of solidarity with the Oranese. This is why he decided

to write the chronicle;"so that some memorial of the injust-

ice and outrage done them might endure; and to state qUite

simply what we learn in a time of pestilence: that there are
c::

more things to admire in men than to despise,,"':> ;I'here is

no optimistic "brotherh90d of manu in The Plap;ue 4 Hudon's

comment about Ilieursault is relevant here: "IIleursault knows,

profoundly and instinctively. that individuals are isolated

from each other by their very human condition. We are all

strangers, though most people try to make believe it is not

800 u6 The Plague suggests that o in a time of adversity, it

is possible to go beyond this situation, but any achievement

is very tenuous. This aspect of the novel is developed by

'rarrou in hi s response to moral evil.

Tarrou states. "I had plague already, long before I

came to this town and encountered it hereg ~hich is tant

amount to saying I'm like everybody else."? He sees plague

as the moral evil that people inflict upon one another. and

he sees the almost .natural propensity for such evil:

"\<1hat~ s natural is the microbe. All the rest-health o integ-
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rity, purity, if you like, is a product of the human will,

of a Vigilance that must never falter."B Tarrou, in refus-

ing to side with .evil puts himself on the side of the vic

tims of evil:· "AlII maintain is that on this earth there

are pestilences and there are victims, and its up to us, so

far as possible not to join forces with the pestilences."9

Tarrou realizes that he and Rieux are both up against "a

never-ending defeat". He and Rieux.could both have spoken

Camus' final statement of the moral evil of the world, the

absurdity of absurdities: "Even by his greatest effort man

can only propose to diminish arithmetically the sufferings

of the world. But the injustice and the suffering of the

world will remain and, no matter how limited they are, they

will not cease to be an outrage .... lO All men must die, but

they need not die mutilated; death is a necessary part of

our being, but premature death is not.. Thus, Camus is

correct in rendering our historical situation absurd.. More

over, he attempts to show ways in which this absurdity can

be removed. Formal philosophy, of course, no longer con

cerns itself with such matters, but, if it were to follow

the example of Camus and attempt to remove hindrances to

happiness, it might once again become the "queeri of the

sciences lt
•

Final Conclusions

I will now briefly recapitulate the results of this
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investigation. I have attempted to show the ~ay in which the

absurd is utilized in Camus' thou6ht. In this connection, I

have attempted to show that such a concept should not be

condemned, out of hand, as a concept that is not worthy of

philosophical consideration. Moreover, even though I have

stated that the concept is not philosophically tenabl~ as an

expression of our metaphysical condition, I have attempted

to show that it is effective as an expression of man's social

condition; pecause effort is possible in the social sphere,

whereas bemoaning our metaphysical condition and labelling

it absurd is futile: it is a form of wishful thinking. In
~

this con?ction, I have ~ttempted to show" that Camus is not

constructing a philosoppy of the absurd and, therefore,

cannot be criticized for simply indulging in such wishful

thinking.

Camus saw the absurd as an expression of his times,

and he wanted to proceed beyond its implicit nihilism;

however, his attempt to establish a rule of life, from an

awareness of the absurd~ is philosophically untenable. His

revolt against man's condition must be seen as a moral choice;

it i& moreover, an admirable choice. Because of such a

choice, in the middle of a century on the brink of chaos,

Camus has been able to state, "In the middle of winter I at

last discovered that there was in me an inVincible summer." 11

This is no small statement, and Camus shows us that, even in

times such as ours, it is possible to dwell in the sun.



NOTES

The Myth of Sisyphus is herein cited as Myth.
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